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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigate the GHz dynamics of skyrmionic spin structures by
means of pump-probe dynamic imaging to determine the equation of motion that
governs the behavior of these technologically relevant spin structures. To achieve
this goal, we first designed and optimized a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
CoB/Pt multilayer material for low magnetic pinning, as required for ultrafast
pump-probe imaging experiments. Second, we developed an integrated sample de-
sign for x-ray holography capable of tracking relative magnetic positional changes
down to 3 nm spatial resolution. These advances enabled us to image the trajec-
tory of a single magnetic Skyrmion. We find that the motion is comprised of two
gyrotropic modes, one clockwise and one counterclockwise. The existence of two
modes shows that Skyrmions are massive quasiparticles. From their derived fre-
quencies we find an inertial mass for the Skyrmion which is a factor of five larger
than expected based on existing models for inertia in magnetism. Our results
demonstrate that the mass of Skyrmions is based on a novel mechanism emerging
from their confined nature, which is a direct consequence of their topology.



Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir mittels zeitaufgelöster Abbildungen die Gigahertz-
Dynamik von magnetischen Skyrmionen, um die Bewegungsgleichungen für diese
Quasiteilchen zu bestimmen. Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen haben wir zunächst ein
CoB/Pt Schichtsystem entwickelt, das starke senkrechte magnetische Anisotropie
mit einer besonders geringen Rauigkeit der Energielandschaft verbindet. Diese
Eigenschaften sind für das repetitive dynamische Abbildungsverfahren unerlässlich.
In einem zweiten Schritt haben wir das Probendesign optimiert und so weiteren-
twickelt, dass eine Beobachtung der Skyrmionenbewegung mit einer Auflösung von
besser als 3 nm möglich wurde. Aufgrund dieser Verbesserungen ist es uns gelun-
gen, die Trajektorie eines Skyrmionen aufzuzeichnen. Diese Bewegung ist eine
Superposition von zwei Drehbewegungen, einer im Uhrzeigersinn und einer gegen-
läufigen. Aus der Existenz dieser zwei Moden lässt sich schließen, dass Skyrmionen
träge Quasiteilchen sind, und aus den Frequenzen können wir einen Wert für die
träge Masse ableiten. Es stellt sich heraus, dass die Masse von Skyrmion fünf-
mal größer ist als von existierenden Theorien vorhergesagt. Die Masse wird fol-
glich durch einen neuartigen Mechanismus bestimmt, der sich aus der räumlichen
Beschränkung der Skyrmionen ergibt, welche sich direkt aus der Topologie ableiten
lässt.
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Preface

In this thesis, we investigate the dynamics of nanoscale cylindrical magnetic do-
mains in a thin-film ferromagnet with preferred out-of-plane alignment of the mag-
netic moments. These cylindrical domains, traditionally called bubbles for their
round shape, form the smallest domains in a two-dimensional ferromagnet. Bub-
bles are topologically non-trivial configurations; they belong to the topological
class of Skyrmions. Historically, ferromagnetic domains are the most important
medium for digital data storage, and magnetic bubbles played a major role in the
research on the statics and dynamics of ferromagnetic domains and in the devel-
opment of novel devices. On the applications side, bubbles were most successfully
used in solid state storage devices, in which the information (the bubbles) is shifted
within the material instead of the read or write head moving to the position of
the information bit. Nowadays, we are still using rotating magnetic hard disks,
and the search for novel concepts for magnetic solid state devices is more vivid
then ever. One concept facing particular interest in this context is the racetrack
memory, a magnetic wire in which domains are displaced by spin currents.

One major challenge in the realization of such a racetrack memory device is the
large current density that is required to move straight domain walls. Recently,
it was found that chiral Skyrmions (bubbles with an additional exchange-like in-
teraction stabilizing their chirality) can be moved with current densities that are
roughly one million times smaller than that for ordinary straight walls. To pro-
mote their application in actual devices, it would be important to investigate which
parts of the extensive existing knowledge about bubbles holds for chiral Skyrmions,
too.

Another important aspect for the realization of devices based on magnetic
Skyrmions is that, so far, neither bubbles nor chiral Skyrmions have been in-
vestigated experimentally on the GHz time scale. Because present day devices
operate at these high frequencies, studies on the high frequency behavior of mag-
netic Skyrmions are critical for further developments. In this work, we image the
excitation and relaxation path of a bubble in a parabolic potential, and we find
that the motion is determined by two eigenfrequencies in the GHz regime. We ob-
serve that the trajectory is a simultaneous superposition of both modes, pointing
to the unexpected presence of inertia in such spin structures. In particular, we find
that this inertial mass is larger than in any other magnetic system investigated
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so far. We develop a theoretical argument to explain the presence of such a large
effective mass, which is derived from the Skyrmion topology, and thus applicable
to all skyrmionic spin structures. We envision that our theoretical description
will stimulate the development of more detailed models for magnetic Skyrmions,
and that our experimental approach can be utilized to further investigate the high
frequency dynamics of Skyrmions in various situations.
This thesis is structured as follows. We start in chapter 1 with a review of the

concept of topology (in particular of Skyrmions in magnetism), followed by an
overview on the history of skyrmionic spin structures, a theoretical description
of existing theories of inertia in magnetism, and an argument for using x-ray
holography to investigate the dynamics of Skyrmions.
X-ray holography is a recent imaging technique. The present work represents

the first successful dynamic imaging using x-ray holography. The development
of both the sample design and a fabrication scheme as well as a working setup
for pump-probe holographic imaging was a key part of this work. Chapter 2
summarizes the results of this development and provides the technical background
for the experiments presented later in chapter 4.
The dynamics of topological magnetization configurations is qualitatively in-

sensitive to material parameters. However, for experimental observation of the
topology-driven dynamics, the material has to be tailored with respect to a number
of essential properties. In particular, thermal-induced and hence stochastic events
have to be suppressed to allow for trillion-fold repetition of the pump-probe ex-
periment. The development of the material is outlined in chapter 3, accompanied
by a detailed characterization of the optimized material system.
The most significant results of this work are presented in chapter 4. We show

experimentally and by using simulations that a skyrmionic spin structure can be
described by a deformable quasiparticle that follows a linear second order differ-
ential equation of motion. The second order coefficient can be interpreted as an
inertial mass of the Skyrmion. We argue that the existence of this mass fundamen-
tally originates from the topology of the system, and we so we call it a topological
mass.
The results obtained in this thesis mark the start for the investigation of the

high frequency dynamics of topological spin configurations. While we have found
the fundamental equation of motion of magnetic Skyrmions, a large variety of open
questions arise from our findings. A selection of immediate open questions and
suggestions for follow-up experiments are provided in chapter 5. Chapter 6 then
gives a summary of the main conclusions of this work and a more general outlook
for the development of the research field.
This thesis is a cumulative dissertation. Parts of the text and some figures have

been published in, or submitted to, journals with peer-reviewing. Such paragraphs
and figures are marked at the end of the paragraph or the figure caption with
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1. Topology in physics

The implications of the geometry of a system to its physical behavior have always
been amongst the most fundamental principles of science and of physics in par-
ticular. The more general the characterization of a geometry associated with a
particular physical law, the more relevant and applicable this law becomes. Most
prominently, the symmetry of a system and its scaling behavior can imply conse-
quences of large generality, as any law has to inherit these properties. The topology
of a system is another property with equally fundamental importance. Because the
topology does not change under continuous deformations, it is particularly useful
for the description of deformable, confined structures. Topological structures can
be found in a large variety of research areas, including electronic band structure
topologies1 (defined essentially by the energetic ordering of bands), real space
topological configurations in condensed matter physics (such as topological config-
urations in magnetism,2–10 Bose Einstein condensates,11,12 and antiferromagnetic
superconductors13), and winding quantum fields.14–16 These topologies have dra-
matic implications, such as topologically quantized edge and surface conducting
states (manifesting in the quantum Hall effect, the quantum spin Hall effect, and
in topological insulators),1 Berry phases and quantized emergent magnetic fields
leading to a topological Hall effect in magnetic Skyrmion crystals,8,9 and fermionic
particle states forming in a bosonic quantum field theory.14,15

Topology is a mathematical concept to classify geometrical properties of con-
tinuous structures (where structures can be real space objects, vector fields, mo-
mentum space functions, etc.). Two structures are considered equivalent if there
exists a continuous map from one to the other. There are many possible defi-
nitions of continuity inheriting from the large variety of possible complete sets
of open subsets of the structure under consideration. Physical constraints, such
as energy barriers or forbidden intermediate states, define allowed deformations
and the set of prohibited or strongly suppressed transformations. They there-
fore specify meaningful topological distinctions. In physics, topologies are often
classified according to homotopic transformations between spaces with Euclidian
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metric and an Euclidian definition of neighborhood and open sets. A homotopy is
a continuous deformation, not necessarily bijective. In contrast, homeomorphisms
– defining another possible topological classification – are bijective. For instance,
a line and a point are homotopically equivalent, but they are not homeomorph.
To deduce implications of the topology on the physics of a system, the choice

of topological classification has to be based on physical arguments. In magnetism,
the following arguments apply. First, in most magnetic systems, the magnetiza-
tion profile varies on length scales much larger than crystal lattice constants due
to the exchange mechanism. Hence, the associated vector field is well described
in a continuum model, a prerequisite for a topological classification. Second, the
exchange interaction, which scales with the gradient of the magnetization, sets an
energy barrier for discontinuous deformations, justifying the concept of homotopy.
And third, magneto-static interactions (anisotropy and stray fields) stabilize the
boundary of the structure. Hence, homotopy transformations are allowed, pro-
vided that they do not modify the boundary of the structure. This set of allowed
transformations (all others are strongly suppressed) defines topological equivalence
classes.
One example of a topologically non-trivial structure in real space is the Skyrmion.

Skyrmions, in general, refer to vector fields with a spherical topology, first iden-
tified by T. Skyrme in the field of nuclear physics.15 By topological arguments,
Skyrme could show the existence of confined fermionic particle-like solutions of a
non-linear bosonic meson field theory. Specifically, he constructed a field opera-
tor that maps the three-dimensional (3D, or 3+1 to include the time dimension)
domain space to the surface of a sphere.15 Similarly, the macrospin in micro-
magnetism is a vector in R3 with constant modulus, or, equivalently, a point on
the 2D surface of a sphere S2. Of particular interest are skyrmionic spin structures
in thin films (2+1 domain space), i.e., vector field R2 → S2 that are homotopically
equivalent to the identity map on a sphere idS2 . In these structures, the domain
space can be continuously deformed to a spherical shape such that the map to
the spin space changes continuously, and that the boundary of the domain space
always maps to the same spin. This homotopy between such so-called magnetic
Skyrmion and the vector field of a sphere is visualized in Fig. 1.1.
The homotopy between a vector field and the identity map on a sphere is

described by the topologically invariant Skyrmion number N . This counts the
number of times the sphere is covered in the homotopical deformation. In two
dimensions, the Skyrmion number N of a vector field R2 3 (x, y) → m ∈ S2

can be calculated by N = (8π)−1 ∫ dxdy n with the topological density n =
εµν(∂µm × ∂νm) · m.17 Note that the sign in this formula is not consistently
defined in the literature, and the definition used here is adapted from Belavin
and Polyakov (the first published application of this formula in the field of mag-
netism).17 For our definition and axially symmetric structures with polarity p and
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Figure 1.1 |Homotopy between a Skyrmion in a disk and the identity map of
the sphere. The hue of the color represents the azimuthal angle of the spins, and the
black / white level symbolizes the polar angle. The images show a continuous deformation
of the Skyrmion (left) to a spherical shape (right). All spins of the Skyrmion boundary
(black spins) are mapped to the north pole of the sphere, which is only possible because
they all point in the same direction. The white spins of the inner domain are all mapped
to the south pole.

winding number W , this formula can be simplified to N = 1/2pW .2 The wind-
ing number itself is a topological invariant with wide applications in the field of
magnetism. We will therefore give a short overview of this quantity.
The winding number W is a one-dimensional analog of the Skyrmion number,

describing how often a closed, oriented path can be mapped homotopically to a cir-
cle. Historically, before the establishment of the Skyrmion topology in condensed
matter physics, the product of winding number and polarity was often used to
describe skyrmionic phenomena, in particular in magnetic bubble Skyrmions.18

In thin film magnetism, the winding number is most conveniently calculated by
expressing the 3D macrospin in spherical angles (φ, θ). The winding number of
a closed loop is given by the normalized difference of the azimuthal angle φi of
the spin at an arbitrary point of the loop and the angle ϕf of the spin after going
around the full loop once in positive orientation: W = (φf − φi)/(2π). Naturally,
the loop must not cross regions where φ is not well defined (singularities), such
as points or areas with pure out-of-plane magnetization or points where two spins
are pointing head-to-head.
The winding number is a useful quantity to calculate the Skyrmion number “by

hand” through the identity N = 1/2pW , because the winding number is strictly
quantized and it is therefore easy to determine from a picture of the magnetization
configuration. The winding number is always integer, and it has non-zero value
only if the loop encloses a singularity.19 An exception of this rule is given by
singularities at the boundary of the domain space, where no closed loop around
the singularity exists. In this special situation, a reasonable definition of the
winding number is provided by mirroring the configuration on the tangent plane
of the boundary, closing the loop in the mirrored image, and assigning half of the
obtained winding number to the edge singularity. This procedure is well defined
provided that (i) the spins at the boundary apart from the singularity are lying
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a b

Figure 1.2 |Vortex in a disk and vortex domain wall in a wire. (a) Vortex state
with winding number W = 1, polarity p = −1, and hence Skyrmion number N = −1/2
in a disk. The gray scale visualizes the z-component of the magnetization, where gray
indicates magnetization pointing in-plane and black indicates magnetization pointing
down (away from the reader, negative z-direction). The arrows visualize the in-plane
direction of the magnetization, and their hue symbolizes the azimuthal angle. (b) Vortex
domain wall with a vortex in the center (white vortex core, pointing up) and two half
antivortices at the edges (black half-antivortex core) in a wire. The vortex has a winding
number of W = 1, a polarity of p = 1, and a Skyrmion number of N = 1/2. Each
anti-vortex has a winding number of W = −1/2, a non-integer polarity of p ≈ −0.8,
and hence a Skyrmion number of N ≈ 0.2. The total structure therefore has a winding
number of W = 0 and Skyrmion number of N ≈ 0.9.

in the tangent plane, and that (ii) the boundary is flat across the singularity
to ensure that the mirror plane is well defined. Under these assumptions, the
winding number of edge singularities becomes half integer. However, winding
topological edge defects always come in pairs, and the total winding number is
integer.19 In fact, as shown by Oleg Tchernyshyov and Gia-Wei Chern, any spin
structure in 2D magnetic elements can be thought of as a composite of the basic
bulk structures, vortex and antivortex, and their edge equivalents, half-vortex and
half-antivortex.19

The winding number is an important topological invariant for the description
of in-plane magnetized systems in small elements, such as domain walls in thin
magnetic wires. As an example, we show two topologically distinct structures in
Fig. 1.2, a vortex and a vortex domain wall. Both spin structures have the same
Skyrmion number (N = 1/2), but the vortex domain wall has, in addition to the
vortex in the center, two half-antivortices at the edge of the wire. Hence, the total
winding number of the vortex is W = 1, and the vortex domain wall has W = 0.
The topological number reflects the fact that the vortex domain wall is locally
confined to a small region within the wire, while the vortex extends over the whole
element. As we will argue later in this thesis, the confinement of a spin structure
leads to inertia. Indeed, inertia has been observed in vortex domain walls,20–22

but not in vortices.
In contrast to the winding number, the Skyrmion number describes the full 3D

topology of the spins. Hence, the Skyrmion number becomes particularly useful
for systems with in-plane and out-of-plane components of the magnetization. The
Skyrmion number provides direct information about the domain structure. The
only way to map a planar geometry continuously to a sphere is by contracting its
boundary to one single point in the sphere (defining one of the poles). Therefore, all
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spins on the boundary of an N = 1 configuration must have the same orientation,
forming a domain. Somewhere in the interior of the configuration, a connected
area of exists in which the spins point anti-parallel to the outer domain (this
inner domain can be as small as one point). The transition between these two
domains is a smooth domain wall winding around the inner domain to ensure that
the whole sphere is represented. That is, the pure fact that a spin vector field
has N = 1 implies the existence of the inner domain, the outer domain, and the
domain wall, of which only the outer domain touches the boundary (thus confining
the inner domain and the domain wall). The confined inner domain together with
the domain wall are often described as a quasi-particle, the so-called Skyrmion.
The special topology of Skyrmions has direct measurable implications. Most

recently, it was found that electrons moving adiabatically through a magnetic
Skyrmion collect a Berry phase, and that this phase can be expressed through the
Aharonov-Bohm effect caused by an “emergent” magnetic field of the Skyrmion.
This emergent magnetic field is proportional to the topological density n, and the
Berry phase is proportional to the integrated enclosed flux, i.e., to the Skyrmion
number. The interference of different paths around the Skyrmion leads to a de-
flection of the overall electron propagation direction, i.e., to a transverse current.
This leads to a transverse voltage, the so-called topological Hall voltage.8,9

Another interesting property of magnetic Skyrmions is their outstanding insen-
sitivity to magnetic pinning, at least in the collective motion of densely packed
Skyrmions, so called Skyrmion lattices. The torque of conduction electrons on lo-
calized spin moments (the so-called spin transfer torque, predicted by Berger and
Slonczewski)23,24 and, consequently, the ability to drive domain walls by transmit-
ted electric currents, are a subject of intense research nowadays. This technology
is highly interesting for memory device applications, such as the racetrack memory
proposed by Parkin et al.25 However, magnetic pinning of domain walls has been
found to be significant, and no motion has been observed for regular domain walls
driven with current densities smaller than 1011A/m2. In contrast, for Skyrmion
lattices, this critical current density is five orders of magnitude smaller.9 So far, no
theoretical explanation of the particularly low pinning of Skyrmions has been pub-
lished, and if isolated Skyrmions show the same reduction of the critical current
density remains to be verified. However, the confinement of Skyrmions intuitively
leads to lower pinning compared to extended domain walls. This is firstly because,
for topological reasons, Skyrmions never touch the edge of the sample, reducing
the sensitivity to edge roughness and thus to the main source of pinning. And sec-
ond, a fully confined structure is flexible to deform and to move around obstacles
(provided the obstacles are not attractive).26

A third phenomenon that is directly associated with the Skyrmionic topology
is a force that acts on a moving Skyrmion, pointing perpendicular to its velocity
vector. This so-called gyroforce (or Magnus force in analogy to aerodynamics)
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has been derived from the fundamental LLG equation by Thiele in 1973.27 The
equation of motion derived by Thiele for the center R of a rigid Skyrmion in
steady-state motion reads

G× Ṙ +D Ṙ− ∂RU = 0. (1.1)

where G = (0, 0, G) is the gyrocoupling vector with G = −4πNTMs/γ (where T is
the material thickness,Ms its saturation magnetisation, and γ = 1.76× 1011 As/kg
the gyromagnetic ratio), D is the dissipation tensor, and U is the magnetostatic
potential. Most importantly, the gyrocoupling vector G depends only on mate-
rial properties and on the topological quantum number N , and it has later been
shown that the Skyrmion topological charge N can indeed be seen as an angu-
lar momentum.28 The Thiele equation has been extended by Thiaville et al. to
include the spin transfer torque,29 and small corrections have been included by
Krüger to accurately describe the motion of vortices instead of rigid Skyrmions.30

Recently, Makhfudz et al. proposed to extend the first order Thiele equation for
bubble Skyrmions by a second order derivative of R, thus introducing an inertial
mass term.31 In this thesis, we measure this inertial mass, and we argue that its
origin is due to the confinement of the Skyrmion that can be attributed to its
topology.

1.2. History of Skyrmions in magnetism

Skyrmions in magnetism have a been studied for a long time. Of all magnetic
Skyrmions, magnetic bubbles are best known. These circular domains in an out-
of-plane magnetized medium have been studied intensely from the 1960s until
the 1980s, largely motivated by the potential for application in solid state stor-
age devices,32 which eventually lead to commercial devices.33 Industrial interest
in bubble media was finally lost due to the increased efficiency of rotating hard
disks in the 1980s, boosted by the discovery of the giant magneto-resistance in
1988,34,35 and the invention of flash memories.36 However, the old concept of
a storage medium that is based on domains moving in a solid state device is
again facing tremendous interest, manifest in research on current-induced domain
wall motion37 and racetrack memory devices.25 Because of their high mobility at
ultra-low currents, Skyrmions are promising candidates for the realization of such
a device, and it might prove useful to re-use the extensive knowledge of bubble-
based technology. The work of this thesis, in which we investigate for the first
time the dynamics of magnetic bubbles at short (ns) time scales, might contribute
to form a link between known bubble physics and state-of-the-art research on
application-related domain wall physics.
The original research on bubble domains was initiated by a work of Kooy and
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Enz, who found an accurate theoretical model for the energetics and the evolu-
tion of stripe domains and bubbles under the application of an external magnetic
field.38 This static model was a first step towards controlled bubble generation and
manipulation. Subsequently, experimental progress towards operational bubble-
based devices was to a large extent lead by Andrew Bobeck and his team at the
Bell Laboratories.32

On the theoretical side, two milestones for the understanding of the dynamics of
bubble domains have to be mentioned. First, despite some crude assumptions, the
one-dimensional model, which was formulated to describe the motion of bubbles
and which we will discuss in more detail below, is extremely successful in describ-
ing the straight motion of magnetic domain walls. Today, the one-dimensional
model can be considered the standard model of domain wall motion. The second
important theory was the introduction of the gyrocoupling vector to the equa-
tion of motion of magnetic bubbles.27 This work of Thiele was initiated by the
observation of the so-called skew deflections of bubbles:18 It was found that the
trajectory of a bubble in general does not follow the field gradient, but rather
that the steady state velocity has a significant component perpendicular to the
gradient. The deflection angle is different for every bubble, and it was even not
predictable if the bubble would be deflected to the right or to the left from the
field gradient direction. Thiele’s work, which was based on the assumption of a
rigid bubble, successfully relates the deflection angle ξ of a bubble of radius R to
its Skyrmion number N via tan(ξ) = 2N∆0/(Rα) (where ∆0 =

√
A/Ku,eff is the

domain wall width parameter, A is the exchange stiffness, Ku,eff is the effective
anisotropy energy, and α is the viscous damping). The reason for the large variety
of different deflection angles is the possible presence of so-called vertical Bloch
lines in the domain wall of a bubble. Up to 180 of these topological defects have
been observed in the domain wall of a single bubble of 4 µm diameter, resulting in
Skyrmion numbers of up to ±90.18

Bubbles exist in materials with preferred out-of-plane alignment of the magnetic
moments. This is the best environment for Skyrmionic structures. Skyrmionic vec-
tor field configuration are most likely found if some energy of the system prefers
the alignment of the vectors along a fixed axis. Otherwise, at least in magnetic
systems of finite extent, the spins at the boundary prefer to lie in the tangent
space of the boundary. Naturally, this contradicts the parallel alignment of all
spins at the boundary (as the boundary is a closed loop). For thin film systems,
only the axis perpendicular to the surface conserves the symmetry, and most mag-
netic materials with high uniaxial anisotropy have the easy axis along the film
normal, leading to the name perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). However,
the alignment of magnetic moments perpendicular to the film plane is energetically
unfavorable due to the magneto-static energy µ0M

2
s /2 (where Ms is the satura-

tion magnetization). The energy Ku associated with the uniaxial anisotropy has
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to compensate the stray field energy due to the perpendicular alignment of the
magnetic moments. In first order, this competition is quantified in the quality
factor Q = 2Ku/(µ0M

2
s ). All materials with Q > 1 are preferably magnetized

perpendicular to the film plane. Materials with Q � 1 are in-plane magnetized,
and regions with out-of-plane components, such as the core of a vortex, are kept
as small as possible. There is an intermediate regime Q / 1 in which the spins
still prefer to point out of the plane, but domains have to be formed to reduce the
stray field. In particular, the magnetization is no longer uniform along the vertical
direction of the film. The critical parameter for out-of-plane spin alignment is the
effective anisotropy Ku,eff, which is the anisotropy energy minus the real stray field
energy of the actual domain configuration. The parameters Ku,Ms and Ku,eff can
be obtained from magnetometry data such as measured by superconducting quan-
tum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry, which we discuss in more detail
in chapter 3. Historically, bubbles have been investigated in materials with large Q
(up to Q = 25) and small Ms (of the order of some kA/m),18 whereas the present
study is based materials with Q / 1 and large Ms of the order of MA/m.

There are various possible reasons for the presence of a uniaxial magnetic an-
isotropy in a thin film ferromagnet, all of which are based on an anisotropy of
the underlying crystal structure. The coupling between the spin system and
the lattice can be either through dipolar coupling (which is weak),39 or through
the spin-orbit interaction (which is the most prominent mechanism for magnetic
anisotropy and, besides, also the origin for most interactions of electrons with
spins).40 The Coulomb exchange interaction of the Heisenberg model is always
isotropic (even if the exchange integral J is not39), but the spin-orbit interaction
can lead to anisotropic exchange-like terms such as the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction.18 The spin-orbit interaction is a relativistic effect that arises from the
helicity σ̂ · p̂ off-diagonal term of the Dirac equation (σ̂ is the Pauli matrix vec-
tor and p̂ the momentum operator) in the presence of an electro-magnetic field
Aµ = (φ,A). The spin-orbit interaction comes with the first relativistic correc-
tion to the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation, and introduces a term
ĤLS = q~/(4m2c2) σ̂ · (∇φ× p̂), which, for central electrical potentials φ = φ(r),
simplifies to ĤLS = q/(2m2c2r)(∂rφ) L̂·Ŝ. Most importantly, the coupling strength
between the spin Ŝ and the angular momentum L̂ of the fermion scales with the
gradient of the electric potential r−1∂rφ. For this reason, strong spin-orbit inter-
action (and hence magnetic anisotropy) is found in materials containing elements
with large nuclear charge Z, such as rare earth elements or heavy transition metals.
In particular, the 4f electrons are affected by the spin orbit coupling, because they
carry large angular momenta, and because they are highly localized due to the an-
gular momentum energy barrier (that is, they are confined to small r and therefore
feel only little core potential screening).40 Even though the spin-orbit interaction
is the most significant mechanism for magnetic anisotropy, it is often difficult to
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quantify the contributions of all the anisotropic bonds present in a sample system.
Historically, bubble materials were ferrimagnetic (materials with antiferromagnet-
ically coupled sublattices with different saturation magnetization), with the PMA
arising probably from dipolar interactions, anisotropic (Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya) ex-
chage, and single ion magneto-crystalline anisotropy.18 The origin of PMA in the
Co/Pt, Co/Pd, and CoB/Pt multilayers investigated in this thesis is not much
better understood; spin-orbit effects in the interface Co 3d ligand orbitals are pro-
viding a significant contribution,41 but also magnetostriction (anisotropy due to
crystal strain) and magneto-crystalline anisotropy are not negligible, in particular
in Co/Pd multilayers42,43 and in CoPd alloys.44

1.3. Magnetic field-induced domain wall motion

In this thesis, we will analyze the trajectory of a single bubble Skyrmion during and
after its excitation with a magnetic field pulse. We will therefore briefly review
the main aspects of magnetic field driven domain wall motion. The following
discussion is largely inspired by the arguments given in Refs. 18 and 30, converted
to SI units and adapted to the approximations valid in the present work.

The dynamics of a magnetic system, described in the micromagnetic framework,
is determined by the Landau-Lifshiftz-Gilbert (LLG) equation:

Ṁ = γM× δE

δM + α
M× Ṁ
Ms

. (1.2)

Here, M = M(r) is the magnetization vector, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α
is the viscous (Gilbert) damping, Ms = |M| is the saturation magnetization, and
E[M] =

∫
dV w[M] is the total energy functional (and not the energy density as

stated in Ref. 18). The superscript dot denotes the total time derivative, and the δ
symbol the functional derivative, which can be expressed as an ordinary derivative
of the energy density w via

δE

δM = ∂w

∂M −
∑
i

d
dxi

∂w

∂(dM/dxi)
. (1.3)

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1.2) leads to a precession of the
magnetization, whereas the second term leads to the dissipation of energy and the
alignment of the moments along the effective field µ0He = −δE/δM.

In the following, we will assume a preferred spin alignment along the z-direction
(arising from a uniaxial anisotropy with anisotropy constant Ku), and we will use
Cartesian coordinates r = (x, y, z) for the domain space and spherical coordinates
M = (Ms, φ, θ) for the magnetization space. Ms is assumed constant, and the
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LLG equation can be written in terms of θ and φ:

θ̇ = −(γ/Ms)
1

sin(θ)
δE

δφ
− αφ̇ sin(θ), (1.4)

φ̇ sin(θ) = (γ/Ms)
δE

δθ
+ αθ̇. (1.5)

The dynamics is driven by gradients of the total energy E. We will discuss the
energetics of our ferromagnet system in terms of the energy density w, which is the
relevant parameter for the local dynamics according to Eq. (1.3). In the magnetic
systems investigated in this thesis, exchange energy wA, anisotropy energy wK , and
demagnetization (stray field) energy wD are intrinsically present. The exchange
energy scales with the cosine of the angle between adjacent spins, which can be
approximated in first order (small angles) by

wA = A [(∂rθ)2 + (sin(θ)∂rφ)2]. (1.6)

The uniaxial anisotropy prefers an alignment of the magnetization along the z-
axis, which, for symmetry reasons, can be expressed in terms of even powers of
sin(θ). The leading term reads

wKu
= Ku sin2(θ). (1.7)

The stray field (demagnetizing field) HD of a magnetic system can be obtained
by the exact analogy between electrical charges q and magnetic charges div M
through the virtual identity q = −cdiv M (with c = 1/(µ0ε0) the speed of light in
vacuum). Hence,

HD(r) = − 1
4π∂r

∫
[dV ′ρV (r′) + dS′ ρS(r′)] 1

|r− r′| (1.8)

with the volume and surface charges, respectively, given by

ρV (r) = − div M (1.9)

ρS(r) = M · n. (1.10)

Here, n is the surface normal vector pointing away from the magnetic material.
The associated stray field energy density is given by Zeeman term

wD = −µ0HD ·M/2, (1.11)

where the factor 1/2 accounts for double-counting of the same magnetic moments
in the factors HD and M. Despite being given as a volume density, the stray field
energy is highly non-local (the integrand in Eq. (1.8) decays very weakly as 1/r),
resulting in tremendous difficulties in solving the equation of motion, both ana-
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Figure 1.3 |Profile of a domain wall. The spins rotate from θ = 0 (left) to θ = π
(right). The azimuthal angle φ(r) = ψ is equal for all spins. The red plane visualizes the
position taken as the domain wall location x = x0, defined as the symmetry plane of the
domain wall.

lytically as well as numerically. Common approximations found in the literature
assume samples that are infinite in either one, two, or all three dimensions, and
of zero extent in the remaining directions. Models for surface stray fields often
assume single-domain states in 2D samples, where the stray field energy is given
by µ0M

2
s /2. Based on these approximations, it is often claimed that magnetic

materials exhibit out-of-plane domains only if Q > 1 because otherwise the stray
field energy would drive the magnetic moments in-plane. However, the stray field
energy of a sample that shows domains is smaller than µ0M

2
s /2, and the fact that

the materials investigated in this thesis are out-of-plane magnetized even though
Q < 1 demonstrates the need to develop suitable approximations for the specific
materials and geometries used here. A precise discussion on the stray fields and
minimum energy domain configurations for all possible values of Q can be found
in Ref. 45. The stray field energy of the specific material used in the investigation
of domain dynamics in the present work is derived in Appendix A.

We are interested in the dynamics (and hence the energetics) of domain walls.
The wall dynamics investigated in the present work is observed in a thin magnetic
sample, sufficiently far away from the edge of the structure. Therefore, we will
assume an infinite extent in the x and y directions. Consider a domain wall,
i.e., a spin system with an up-domain on the left [θ(x = −∞, y, z) = 0] and a
down-domain on the right [θ(x = +∞, y, z) = π]. A first idea of the profile of a
domain wall is provided by the stationary solution [δE/δθ = 0 and δE/δφ = 0] of
Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) in the absence of stray fields (w = wA + wKu

):

θ(x, y, z) = 2 arctan(exp((x− x0)/∆0)), (1.12)

φ(x, y, z) = ψ (1.13)

where the domain wall width parameter ∆0 is given by

∆0 =
√
A/Ku (1.14)

and the position of the domain wall x0 is an arbitrary parameter (not influencing
the energy of the wall). This domain wall profile is visualized in Fig. 1.3.
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If demagnetization energies are included, the uniaxial anisotropy is effectively
reduced because surface charges are generated by magnetic moments pointing
perpendicular to the surface. Furthermore, domain walls with ψ = 0 (Bloch walls)
become favorable due to the absence of volume charges. The surface charges can
be included in the model by replacing Ku by an effective out-of-plane anisotropy
Ku,eff, and the volume charges are accounted for by adding a ψ-dependent term
to the anisotropy:

wK = Kψ sin2(θ) (1.15)

Kψ = Ku,eff +K⊥ sin2(ψ) (1.16)

The corrected domain wall profile reads

θ(x, y, z) = 2 arctan(exp((x− x0)/∆)), (1.17)

φ(x, y, z) = ψ (1.18)

∆(ψ) =
√
A/Kψ (1.19)

ψ = 0 (1.20)

and its energy per unit area is given by

σi =
∫
w dx = 4

√
AKψ, (1.21)

where in the static case (ψ = 0), Kψ = Ku,eff. The parameter Ku,eff can be deter-
mined experimentally. The transverse anisotropy constant K⊥ can be estimated
either semi-analytically by some assumptions for the 3D spin configuration (see
Appendix A), or by micromagnetic simulations. For now, we will use K⊥ as a
parameter that remains to be determined.

The motion of a wall of the form given in Eqs. (1.17) – (1.20) can be approx-
imated by assuming that the shape of the wall is preserved during the motion
(rigid shape) and that only the parameters x0 = x0(t), ψ = ψ(t), and, implicitly,
the domain wall width ∆ = ∆(ψ(t)), are time-dependent (which might not be
a good approximation for Q / 1). It turns out that x0 and ψ form canonical
conjugates (x0 corresponding to a generalized coordinate and ψ to its conjugated
momentum), and that the model becomes one-dimensional (1D). There is also a
one-to-one correspondence between the 1D variables and the magnetization angles
in the LLG equation, that is, x0 corresponds to θ and ψ corresponds to φ. The
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equations of motion are given by

∂σ

∂ψ
= 2Ms

γ
(ẋ0 − α∆ψ̇), (1.22)

∂σ

∂x0
= −2Ms

γ
(ψ̇ + αẋ0/∆). (1.23)

Here, σ = σi + σe is the total domain wall energy per unit area, a sum of an
intrinsic and an extrinsic contribution. The latter describes the energetics due
to environmental influences (applied fields, transmitted currents, etc.). The term
∂ψσ determines the deformation of the wall (energy associated with a tilt of ψ),
whereas the term ∂x0σ introduces the driving force (energy gained by moving x0).
We can use Eq. (1.21) to calculate the left hand side of Eq. (1.22), assuming that
only the intrinsic energy σi depends on ψ and using that only the extrinsic energy
σe depends on x0. We arrive at

ẋ0 = γ∆K⊥
Ms

sin(2ψ) + α∆ψ̇, (1.24)

ψ̇ = − γ

2Ms

∂σe
∂x0
− αẋ0/∆. (1.25)

We can now insert ψ̇ from Eq. (1.25) in Eq. (1.24), linearize in ψ for small angles
[i.e., ∆→ ∆0 =

√
A/Ku,eff and sin(2ψ)→ 2ψ], extract ψ(x0) by using that ∂qσe

is not a function of ψ, and insert this to Eq. (1.25) to obtain an equation for x0

alone:

mD ẍ0 + b ẋ0 + F = 0, (1.26)

with the so-called Döring mass density46 (domain wall mass per unit area)

mD = M2
s (1 + α2)
K⊥γ2∆0

. (1.27)

The other coefficients are b = 2Msα
γ∆0

and F = ∂x0σe + αMs

2K⊥γ
d
dt∂x0σe. Eq. (1.26) is

the equation for the so-called domain wall oscillator. We emphasize that we used
small-angle approximations for ψ to derive this formula, which is therefore only
valid to describe the start of the domain wall motion or the motion at very small
drive forces ∂x0σe.

The Döring mass of a straight domain wall is so far the only experimentally
confirmed theory of inertia in magnetic systems, and it is an emergent phenomena
because the LLG equation a priori does not include a second order derivative.
Thus, a single spin has no inertia. We will show in this thesis that the inertia of
magnetic bubbles exceeds the expected Döring mass by more than a factor of five.
We will argue that this lends itself to a new concept, the topological mass.
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1.4. Detection of domain wall dynamics

The phenomenological Landau-Lifshiftz-Gilbert equation is the fundamental equa-
tion governing the dynamics of every spin systems and has been well proven for
already 80 years by now. Based on this fundamental equation, one can carry out
micromagnetic simulations to calculate the relaxed configurations and the dynam-
ical response of a spin system. Such simulations have become a powerful and
highly reliable tool that, to some extend, is capable of replacing experimental
investigations in a number of scientific problems. However, micromagnetic sim-
ulations can be at most as accurate as the parameters of the system provided
by the user. In particular for multilayer systems, magnetic properties are highly
inhomogeneous, and even if we precisely knew their functional dependence on all
three spatial coordinates, we would need to use tiny cells for the discrete model
to account for their rapid fluctuations, leading to unacceptable computational ef-
forts. Therefore, the investigation of emergent dynamical phenomena in large and
complex spin systems is still widely carried out using experimental approaches.
Here, we provide an overview of the most established experimental techniques to
detect spin dynamics, of which we distinguish imaging techniques from indirect
electrical measurements. We start with electrical detection schemes, also referred
to by transport measurements.
An established geometry for the investigation of domain wall dynamics is the

wire. The conventional approach for detecting the presence of domain walls in
such a magnetic wire is to measure changes in the conductivity tensor. The lon-
gitudinal conductivity of the wire is changed if the the magnetization is parallel
to the current direction compared to the perpendicular orientation,37,47 such that
the presence of a domain wall in an in-plane magnetized wire can be detected
by a change in the resistance.22 This effect, which can have positive or negative
sign,47,48 is called anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR) However, in out-of-plane
magnetized structures such as investigated in this thesis, AMR-based measure-
ments are much more difficult to realize: Néel walls are very narrow compared to
walls in in-plane magnetized structures leading to tiny AMR signals, and Bloch
walls are not detectable at all (since the all spins point perpendicular to the cur-
rent). A much stronger signal is provided by the anomalous Hall effect (AHE):49

A current through a perpendicularly magnetized wire leads to a transverse voltage
in the direction perpendicular to the current and to the magnetization, which can
be measured using transverse contacts on the wire. The signal is proportional
to the integral out-of-plane component of the magnetization in the contact area.
Therefore, a domain wall can be tracked in discrete steps and its average velocity
can be determined provided multiple such Hall bars are present along the wire.50

It is furthermore possible to study the depinning of a domain wall from the Hall
probe area.51 The AHE is not used in in-plane magnetized structures because it
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is difficult to contact the bottom and the top of the wire (without shunting), and
because the Hall voltage would be small in thin films.
A particularly large change of the resistance (giant magneto-resistance, GMR)

is observed when switching one of two parallel magnetic layers that are separated
by a conducting non-magnetic spacer, provided this spacer layer is thinner than
the mean spin flip scattering length.34,35,52 The GMR signal can be observed both
for currents flowing in-plane (current in-plane, CIP) as well as for currents flowing
perpendicular to the plane (current perpendicular to plane, CPP).52 The relative
effect can be increased further by using a tunnel barrier instead of a conducting
spacer (tunnel magneto-resistance, TMR).53 However, this increase of the relative
signal is accompanied by a reduction of the conductivity, which sometimes be-
comes problematic when using very small devices. Often, one of the two layers is
magnetically soft (has very low coercivity) and the other one is magnetically hard
(has high coercivity, typically arising from the exchange coupling to an antiferro-
magnetic seed layer). In this configuration, GMR and TMR stacks (in this context
also called spin valves, or magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) for TMR stacks) have
wide applications in the detection of domains, most prominently in magnetic hard
disk read heads.52 GMR and TMR devices can be used to detect the position of
a domain wall continuously through the potentiometer-like gradual change of the
GMR as a function of domain wall position in a spin valve nanowire.54,55

The methods discussed so-far aim to obtain real-space information about the
spin structure, such as the position of a domain wall. Other transport measure-
ment techniques operate in the frequency domain. For instance, resonances in the
excitation spectrum of a magnetic configuration can be determined by measuring
the power required to sustain an excitation as a function of excitation parameters
(such as frequency, amplitude, orientation, etc.),56 or by homodyne detection.21

For example, the gyrotropic motion of a vortex core has a resonance frequency
that depends on the gyrovector G, the dissipation D, and the potential U . That
is, the resonance frequency may depend on the location of the vortex core in the
magnetostatic potential, and on the direction and the amplitude of the excitation.
A detailed resonance study provides, for instance, information about the potential
U(r),57 and knowledge about the resonances may be used to switch a vortex core
with very low excitation amplitudes.58

In investigations based on transport measurements, both the sample fabrica-
tion and the measurement are automatable and scalable, and measurements can
be carried out using lab-based equipment. Thus, these techniques are extremely
useful for high throughput characterization, material optimization, and to address
fundamental questions that require large statistics or investigations in a high di-
mensional parameter space. As a drawback, no detailed information about the
spin structure of a traveling domain wall is obtained. This information is only
accessible by direct imaging, where nanometer spatial and picosecond temporal
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resolution is required to capture the details of the domain wall motion. Multiple
techniques are available for magnetic imaging. We will briefly present the most
established methods. More detailed reviews can be found, e.g., in Refs. 45, 59,
and 60.
The first and oldest large family of instruments for magnetic domain imaging

uses optical effects in the visible light regime. Historically, the first instruments
for imaging magnetic domains with present-day applications are Kerr and Faraday
microscopes. Both gain magnetic sensitivity from the rotation of the polarization
axis of optical light when reflected by (Kerr) or transmitted through (Faraday) a
magnetic layer.45 A magnetic image is recorded using two polarizing filters before
and after the object under investigation. Kerr microscopy provides high contrast,
very quick image accumulation, and little disturbance by electromagnetic sample
excitations at low cost in a table-top setup. With modern femtosecond lasers, Kerr
microscopes can acquire dynamic images with unbeaten temporal resolution.61 As
a drawback, the spatial resolution of visible light microscopy is insufficient to
resolve features on the nanometer scale.62

The second family of domain imaging systems consist of scanning probe micro-
scopes. These instruments, in which the sample is scanned with a small (ideally
atomically sharp) tip, are very compact and can be operated on a normal desk,
even though high resolution imaging requires good vibrational isolation and vac-
uum conditions. Specific examples are magnetic force microscopes (MFM) with a
magnetic tip and scanning tunneling microscopes with a spin-polarized conducting
probe tip (SP-STM).63 In MFM, the tip senses the local magnetization by being
attracted or repelled through the interaction with the stray field of the domains,
while at the same time the stray field of the tip might induce changes in the sam-
ple. In SP-STM, a tunneling current between sample an tip is recorded and related
to the orientation of the local magnetization with respect to the polarization of
the tip similarly to the TMR effect. These techniques provide very high spatial
resolution: SP-STM and the recently demonstrated magnetic exchange force mi-
croscopy (MExFM)64 have the best spatial resolution of all imaging techniques,
i.e., single spin detection has been demonstrated. However, no time-resolved imag-
ing has been reported to far, and the magnetic imaging of topographic structures
is extremely difficult.
Electron microscopes form the third large family of magnetic imaging tools.

Prominent members are the scanning electron microscope (SEM), the low energy
electron microscope (LEEM), the transmission electron microscope (TEM), and
photo emission electron microscope (PEEM). Despite the challenges arising from
the interaction of the probing electrons with sample excitations (electric as well as
magnetic fields), electron microscopes are well established and powerful tools for
the high resolution imaging of domain dynamics,65,66 and as such will be briefly
discussed here.
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In an SEM and in a LEEM, a special detector can be used to analyze the spin
polarization of the secondary or backscattered electrons; these devices are called
SEM with polarization analysis (SEMPA) and spin-polarized LEEM (SPLEEM).60

The information about the polarization of surface emitted electrons can be used
to deduce the magnetization orientation of the probed area, and thus obtain an
image of the domain structure of the sample. Both techniques are sensitive to the
magnetism in a small region near the surface of the samples.
In a TEM, high energy electrons are transmitted through very thin samples

to generate an image using the wave properties of the electrons, similar to optical
microscopy. Because of the short wave lengths of high energy electrons (λ = 3.7 pm
for electron energies of 100 keV), sub-atomic resolution can be achieved. Various
modes are available for magnetic imaging in a TEM. In Lorentz mode, a magnetic
flux inside the sample results in an Aharonov-Bohm phase for the transmitted
electrons, which can be made visible by a defocussed illumination (as in traditional
phase microscopy).65 Classically, the phase can be understood in terms of a Lorentz
force acting on the moving electrons, hence the name Lorentz TEM mode. Lorentz
TEM provides nanometer spatial resolution for magnetic imaging,65 which has
been particularly successful in imaging the real space spin arrangement of chiral
Skyrmions.7 The second TEM operation mode is electron holography, which, apart
from other features, provides quantitative access to the local magnetic flux.67,68

In contrast to SEM, LEEM, and TEM, the electrons in PEEM are emitted from
the surface due to the photo-effect of incident x-rays, and not due to exposure
with other electrons. The number of emitted electrons scales with the photon
absorption cross section, and by using circularly polarized photons of a particular
energy, magnetic sensitivity for the component of the magnetization parallel to the
polarization vector of the light is provided by the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD).69 Most PEEMs operate at gracing incidence and are therefore sensitive
to the in-plane magnetization near the sample surface. PEEMs as well as TEMs are
very successfully used in the imaging of spin dynamics.59,65,66 In particular, TEM
was one of the first techniques to provide picosecond temporal and simultaneously
sub-100 nm spatial resolution. Already in 1984, stroboscopic dynamic imaging has
been performed with a temporal resolution of 200 ps,65 which is sufficient for most
domain wall dynamics.
The last large family of imaging tools is characterized by the use of (soft) x-rays

as a probe with the XMCD effect providing magnetic contrast. Prominent mem-
bers are the PEEM (which belongs also to the family of electron microscopes and
as such has been discussed before), the transmission x-ray microscope (TXM),70

and the scanning transmission x-ray microscope (STXM).71 The latter two instru-
ments are purely optical, and thus, compared to electron microscopes, much less
affected by electro-magnetic fields in the vicinity of the sample. The TXM can
be seen as an analog to the optical microscope, with enhanced resolution by using
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smaller probing wave lengths. Lenses at the wavelengths of soft x-rays are real-
ized by diffractive elements, so-called zone plates, which are difficult to fabricate
and therefore very expensive. STXM requires only one lens instead of two, and
furthermore can be used to image non-transparent conducting samples based on
total electron yield (TEY) measurements (recording the total current required to
replace emitted photo-electrons),72,73 or to image thin films on fluorescent sub-
strates.74,75 STXM is one of the techniques used in this thesis, and, as such, will
be presented in more detail in chapter 3. PEEM,59,66 TXM,76 and STXM,77 are
successfully used in stroboscopic dynamic imaging of domain dynamics.
The dynamic imaging of the Skyrmion dynamics observed in this thesis was

made possible by a novel, unconventional technique: Fourier transform holography
(FTH or x-ray holography), which offers features unmet by any of the above listed
instruments. In particular, x-ray holography is intrinsically immune to drift in
the experimental setup, which allows us to track features in the images (such as
the center of the Skyrmions) with an unbeaten spatial resolution of better than
3 nm. X-ray holography was first successfully realized in 2004 by S. Eisebitt et
al.,78 and has seen dramatic improvements since then. As part of this work, time-
resolved pump-probe x-ray holography as been developed, and the efficiency has
been optimized to allow for the acquisition of movies in a reasonably short time.
A detailed description of this experimental technique can be found in chapter 2.



Chapter 2
Sample fabrication and
experimental setup for
time-resolved x-ray holography
Soft x-ray holography is a recently developed imaging technique with sub-50 nm spa-
tial resolution. Key advantages of this technique are magnetic and elemental sen-
sitivity, compatibility with imaging at free electron laser facilitates, and immunity
to in-situ sample excitations and sample drift, which enables the reliable detection
of relative changes between two images with a precision of a few nanometers. In x-
ray holography, the main part of the experimental setup is integrated in the sample,
which consequently requires a large number of fabrication steps. Here we present
a generic design and an automatable fabrication process for samples suitable, and
optimized for, efficient high resolution x-ray holographic dynamic imaging. The
high efficiency of the design facilitates the acquisition of magnetic images in a few
minutes and makes fully automatic image reconstruction possible.]

2.1. Introduction

Soft x-ray Fourier transform holography (FTH) is a coherence-based imaging tech-
nique that, in contrast to other existing imaging tools, requires neither lenses nor
other optical elements for the image acquisition.78 Instead, the Fraunhofer far
field scattering intensity of the sample is recorded, which is given by the ampli-
tude squared of the Fourier transform of the sample transmission function. This
transmission function can be digitally reconstructed by an inverse Fourier trans-
form to obtain an image of the object of interest. Such a reconstruction is possible
because the required phase information is encoded in the interference pattern be-
tween the beam scattered from the sample and a coherent reference beam from a
point-like source.78]

X-ray holography is the only x-ray imaging technique encoding the full complex
wave field information. As such, it has a number of advantages: (i) Because no
optical elements are required in the focused beam, it is suitable for fully destruc-
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tive single shot imaging with a very intense photon pulse such as those provided
by free electron laser sources.79 (ii) In such a single shot image, time delays can
be encoded, allowing for single shot femtosecond dynamic imaging,80 which is the
best temporal resolution reported for the dynamic imaging with sub-50 nm spatial
resolution so far. As a further advantage, the imaging acquisition in such a single
shot experiment does not require pump-probe reproducibility. (iii) The full wave
field information enables post-process refocusing through computational wave field
propagation,81 reconstruction of 3D information82 from a single hologram, and a
posteriori numerical generation of various contrast mechanisms.83 (iv) Any drift
during the imaging results in a shift in the Fourier space scattering pattern and
thus translates into a phase shift in the real space reconstruction. There is no drift
of the real space information as long as the internal structure of the object is rigid.
It has been demonstrated that this leads to a resolution of better than 3 nm when
tracking the center of mass of specific features in a dynamic imaging experiment.84

(v) The imaging is based purely on photons, and is therefore practically insensi-
tive to electro-magnetic fields in the vicinity of the sample. This, in combination
with the large space available around the sample (since no other optical elements
are required), makes this technique particularly well suited for sample character-
izations in extreme environments, such as simultaneous large magnetic fields and
low temperatures.85 However, despite all these outstanding features, FTH is still
not widely used. The most significant hindrance is the complexity of the sample
fabrication, which we address in this chapter.]

Despite the critical role played by the sample fabrication for x-ray holography,
little details of the fabrication steps have been addressed in a systematic fash-
ion in the literature. Also, a number of approaches such as movable masks81,86

and holography with multiple objects holes87–90 exist, without any reports com-
paring their performance. Here, we report the details of the fabrication of x-ray
holography samples optimized for high performance and suitable for pump-probe
magnetic imaging. Major parts of the process are generic and can be adapted
for any holographic sample. We show that, to a large extent, both the sample
fabrication as well as the image reconstruction are automatable and thus allow for
high throughput with minimum human workload.]

2.2. Methods

The nanostructuring of the samples is performed by electron beam lithography
(EBL) using a Vistec EBPG 5000 operating at 100 kV acceleration voltage and
by focused ion beam (FIB) milling using a dual beam FEI Helios NanoLab 600,
which provides a Ga+ ion beam at variable ion energies of up to 30 keV. Parts
of this process have been successfully tested on a widely available Raith e_LiNE
and on a Raith pioneer EBL system, both operated at 20 kV acceleration voltage.
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Sample characterization is performed using standard scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and x-ray holographic imaging
at the UE52-SGM beamline of BESSY II (Berlin). The FTH performance test is
carried out in the single bunch mode, in which the repetition rate of the incident
photon pulses is reduced to 1.25MHz, making it most interesting for pump-probe
dynamic imaging.]

2.3. Sample fabrication steps

X-ray holography samples consist of two parts: (i) a holographic mask with (at
least) two apertures (a larger one defining the field of view, and a smaller one,
ideally point-like, providing the reference beam), and (ii) the object of interest,
which is positioned in close proximity in front or behind the larger aperture. The
larger aperture is typically a hole in an opaque film, referred to as object hole. It
is highly beneficial to integrate the object in the holographic mask, to ensure that
the mask does not drift with respect to the object. The fabrication steps of such
an integrated sample, which we will discuss in detail next, are schematically de-
picted in Fig. 2.1, and micrographs of the sample at important steps are presented
in Figs. 2.2 – 2.4. Steps 1 (object aperture) and 5 (reference) are generic for all
holography samples. Steps 2 (alignment) and 3 (specimen) show one possibility
of precisely aligning a particular specimen with the field of view, and step 4 (mi-
crocoil) provides an example of integrating a pump-probe excitation setup in the
sample.]

2.3.1. Substrates

The samples presented here are designed for imaging in the extreme ultra-violet
to soft x-ray regime, i.e., for energies between 50 eV and 900 eV. The light in this
energy range has wide applications in scientific research (i) because the wavelength
resolution limit is in the low nanometer regime and (ii) because many important
characteristic resonances of different materials in this regime provide access to a
large variety of material properties (such as the local magnetization through the x-
ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) effect69) However, in this energy range,
all materials absorb strongly, and therefore the samples have to be sufficiently thin
to allow for FTH transmission-based imaging. Widely used substrates are low
stress Si3N4 membranes, which are commercially available and can be purchased
in thicknesses ranging from some ten nanometers up to about one micrometer,
with lateral diameters ranging from a few micrometers up to a few millimeters.
Here we use 350 nm thick membranes of 10×10 µm2 lateral size on 5×5×0.2 mm3

Si frames bought from Silson Ltd.91]

The customized substrates, schematically shown in Fig. 2.1a, are prepared by
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Figure 2.1 |Sample fabrication steps for pump-probe x-ray holography. (a)
Si frame (gray) with Si3N4 membrane (transparent green) and extra Si3N4 coating on
the back side. (b) Deposition of a Cr/Au multilayer on the back of the membrane. (c)
FIB milling of an 800 nm diameter object hole in the Cr/Au film. (d) EBL definition of
aligned markers on the flat membrane. (e) Preparation of a magnetic specimen (here: a
disk) on the top side of the sample, aligned with respect to the center of the object hole
(after film deposition, EBL etch mask fabrication, and Ar milling). (f) EBL fabrication of
the microcoil around the magnetic disk. (g) Local removal of the Si3N4 for the reference
milling by FIB. (h) FIB milling of the reference holes in the Cr/Au multilayer.]
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lithographically defining etch mask windows on a Si3N4 film deposited on the back
of the Si3N4/Si(001) samples and etching the Si through the back using a KOH
solution to expose the top Si3N4 film from the bottom.92 High-ohmic Si is used to
keep the electrical capacitance of the substrate at a minimum and, therefore, to
permit high frequency electrical circuits on the samples. Furthermore, of the total
350 nm Si3N4, 200 nm are deposited on the Si wafers before the KOH etching, and
the remaining 150 nm are deposited on the back side after the etching to provide
a good insulation against the sample holder. The thickness of the Si3N4 chosen
corresponds to a compromise between, on the one hand, good x-ray transmission
(thinner membranes) and, on the other hand, mechanical stability, tolerances in
the subsequent sputter etch processes, and good electrical insulation with respect
to the back side of the membrane at high frequencies (thicker membranes). The
lateral dimensions were made as small as possible while still compatible with the
fabrication process. This enhances the mechanical stability and helps keeping the
electrical resistance of impedance-matched transmission lines on the sample low
(see section 2.3.5). The outer dimensions of the Si frame warrant convenient han-
dling of the samples throughout the whole process and, at the same time, provide
economic use of the wafer substrates. Membrane substrates such as described here
are available in wafers with arrays of up to several hundred single membranes, and
parallel processing of a whole 4 inch wafer is possible in all subsequent steps.]

2.3.2. Step 1: Object aperture

To define the object aperture, the Si3N4 membrane is first covered from the back
side with a thermally evaporated [Cr(5)/Au(55)]20 (thicknesses given in nm) mul-
tilayer (Fig. 2.1b). This multilayer is fully opaque to the incident x-rays (trans-
mission of less than 10−6 for the whole given energy range; the number of repeats
can be adapted for applications in a more specific energy range). The periodic
interruption of the Au layers by thin Cr layers prevents the formation of large Au
grains, which increases the reproducibility of the milling rates in FIB structur-
ing. In this opaque Cr/Au multilayer thin film, a small aperture of about 800 nm
diameter is milled by FIB at 8 kV acceleration voltage and 70 pA beam current,
stopping at the x-ray transparent Si3N4 (Figs. 2.1c and 2.2). The ion dose to stop
at the Si3N4 is determined by dynamically checking the milling progress using
the SEM in the dual beam SEM/FIB. The low energy of the Ga+ ions reduces
sub-surface damage and therefore the annealing of the Au and the formation of
hard grains (and, besides, also minimizes sub-surface damage of already deposited
specimen on the other side of the membrane due to the reduced ion penetration
depth). Hence, the determined milling dose is applicable to all Cr/Au multilayers
grown in the same batch, facilitating the automation of the object hole fabrica-
tion. Focus and stigmator adjustments are not very critical for this process. If
required, the Si3N4 layer at the object hole can be thinned in this step to improve
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Figure 2.2 |Scanning electron micrographs of the object hole milled into the
Cr/Au layer. (a) View under 30◦ with respect to the surface normal, showing the
Cr/Au multilayer stack (Au appears bright, Cr gray, and Si3N4 black). (b) Vertical cross
section. The object hole is visible as an horizontal interruption of the periodic Cr/Au
multilayers. A dust particle has fallen on the object hole before the preparation of the
lamella.]

the aperture transmission. The thinning process can also be done with a high
degree of reproducibility.]

The round shape of the object hole provides a scattering pattern that is most
convenient for the hologram acquisition as well as for the reconstruction process.
We find that for aperture diameters smaller than approximately 800 nm, holograms
can be recorded without a beamstop for the direct beam, which significantly im-
proves the image quality and enables fully automatic reconstructions. Even though
multi-object holography has been successfully carried out in the past,87–90 with its
well known advantages, such as identical environments for all investigated speci-
mens, we find that the signal from one object is noise for the reconstruction of the
other objects and that the highest efficiency is reached when illuminating just one
object aperture.]

2.3.3. Step 2: Alignment

After the preparation of the object aperture, Au markers are fabricated on the
top side of each substrate at well-defined distances with respect to the object hole
using EBL and standard lift-off techniques (Fig. 2.1d). Note that ultrasound (for
instance for aiding the resist development and the lift-off process) cannot be used
at any time as this would rupture the membrane. The alignment is achieved by
first preparing dummy markers optically aligned with the membrane, and then
measuring the coordinates of the object hole with respect to these markers using
a pattern-recognition algorithm to automatically find the object holes. With the
Vistec system, the alignment is reproducible and accurate to better than 20 nm
despite the insulating substrates. However, it is important to keep the electron
intensity at a minimum, e.g., by using a small beam current and by sufficient breaks
between exposure steps. At lower electron energies, where charging becomes more
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Figure 2.3 |Magnetic disk. (a) SEM view of the top side of the Si3N4 membrane.
The membrane is visible as a bright rectangle due to electron backscattering from the
Au layer underneath. The object hole is visible as a dark circle around the magnetic
disk. (b) TEM image of a vertical cross section, which is a zoom-in of the area shown in
Fig. 2.2b.]

problematic, espacerTM300 conducting resist (by Showa Denko K. K.93) has
proven successful in reducing charging.]

2.3.4. Step 3: Specimen

As an example, we discuss the fabrication process for samples used in the investi-
gation of magnetic field-induced dynamics of magnetic domains.84 The magnetic
specimen is a disk-shaped element smaller than the field-of-view provided by the
object aperture to ensure that the dynamics of the whole element is captured
(Figs. 2.1e and 2.3). The disk is fabricated (i) by sputtering a continuous mag-
netic film on the flat side of the holography substrates, (ii) negative-tone EBL
to produce a disk-shaped etch mask, and (iii) a subsequent neutralized Ar atom
sputter-removal of the material everywhere apart from the disk. We use hydro-
gen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist, enabling nanometer-resolution lithography and
providing a sufficiently robust etch mask of SiO2, which is transparent to soft
x-rays and does not need to be removed for imaging. It is important to protect
the alignment markers throughout these steps. The means of marker protection
must be adapted to the specifications of the lithography system that is employed
in the succeeding steps: When using a Vistec machine, the distance of the align-
ment markers to the area of exposure is not critical for the alignment precision,
and markers can be placed at the edge of the sample. In contrast, with the Raith
systems, the alignment precision is significantly enhanced when the markers are
present in the write field area, i.e., when the stage does not move after the marker
detection. For this reason, we use a coarse mask, such as Kapton, to protect the
markers from metal deposition when further patterning is performed with the Vis-
tec machine, whereas lithographic lift-off masks are required when using the Raith
systems. To protect the markers during the Ar milling, we expose the HSQ on top
of the markers in all cases.]
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Figure 2.4 | SEM images of the final fabrication steps. (a) Cross section through a
330 nm wide line defining a mask in 750 nm thick PMMA for the Au microcoil deposition.
The variation of the width of the line as a function of vertical position is negligible, i.e.,
the PMMA walls have no undercut. (b) Image of the final sample before preparation of
the second reference. The sample is tilted by 52◦ with respect to the incident electron
beam. The image shows the magnetic disk in the center, which is tightly surrounded by
a Au microcoil. In this particular sample, three areas of Si3N4 are removed to prepare
the references where one reference has already been prepared with the cone on the top
side (the side from which the image was taken). (c) Top-view of the same sample after
the preparation of another reference from the bottom side.]

2.3.5. Step 4: Excitation

The next step is to prepare a microcoil for magnetic excitations wound tightly
around the disk (Figs. 2.1f and 2.4). We use a Au wire with a cross section of
300 × 300 nm2, which results in a 50Ω impedance against the Au ground on the
back side of the membrane, as required for GHz microwave transmission. The wire
dimensions take into account the thickness of the Si3N4. Outside the membrane
area, the wire width is increased according to the local thickness of the Si wafer
(which has a constant slope in the region that defines the membrane window),
up to a width of 170 µm on the bulk substrate. This ensures the 50Ω impedance
matching of the whole microstrip.]

The microcoil is fabricated in a lift-off process, where we use 1µm thick poly-
methylmethacrylate (PMMA) resist exposed via EBL with electron energies of
100 keV, and a 7 : 3 mixture of isopropanol and water for the development,94 to
achieve steep side walls in the resist (i.e., to avoid undercut), as shown in Fig. 2.4a.
With such steep side walls, the position and the width of the microcoil are precisely
defined and the coil can be prepared in close proximity to the magnetic disk. We
note that a pre-exposure bake of the PMMA for 60 s at 120 ◦C proved sufficient
for our lithography, which is important for specimens that cannot withstand high
temperatures. At low electron energies, optimal alignment precision requires the
removal of the PMMA layer around the markers by electron exposure and devel-
opment before the actual exposure of the microcoil. Furthermore, the inevitable
undercut in the PMMA mask that is characteristic for low electron energies has to
be considered in the exposure layout. Our specific microcoil has an inner diameter
of 760 nm. It has been shown that such a coil is suitable to generate field pulses
with approximately 100 ps rise time and 40mT peak strength at its center.84]
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2.3.6. Step 5: Reference holes

The reference holes are narrow cylinders milled through the entire material stack of
Si3N4 and Cr/Au. The Si3N4 is removed with the FIB around each reference hole
before milling to avoid problems when the ion beam hits the interface between
(hard) Si3N4 and (soft) Au (Figs. 2.1g and 2.4). The reference holes are then
milled with a 30 keV Ga+ ion beam at 30 pA beam current focused to a spot size
better than 20% of the target reference hole diameter (practical value). In a first
step, the Cr/Au is removed in a 500 nm wide and roughly 500 nm deep cone, and
afterwards, a circular hole of the desired diameter (50 nm in our application) is
milled through the remaining Cr/Au layers (Figs. 2.1h and 2.4). The usage of the
highest ion energy leads to the best contrast in images taken with the ion beam,
and thus allows for optimal beam adjustment and provides the smallest spot size.
The cone reduces the aspect ratio of the reference tube, and allows for the sputter-
removed material to leave the hole. Still, the high aspect ratio of the reference
holes hinders the fabrication of holes with diameters near the spot size of the ion
beam.]

2.4. Performance

Samples prepared according to the recipe presented before have successfully been
used in a pump-probe dynamic imaging experiment published elsewhere.84 Here,
we discuss the efficiency of the design determined from these measurements. We
obtain images of the magnetic state of our disk by x-ray holographic imaging
using holograms taken with positive and with negative helicity photons at the
Co L3 absorption edge (778 eV), as described in Ref. 78. Our specific magnetic
material is CoB/Pt30, which is optimized for pump-probe dynamic imaging,95 in
particular for Skyrmion dynamics.84 An image of the magnetization component
projected onto the photon propagation direction is reconstructed by an inverse
Fourier transform of the difference of the holograms taken with positive and with
negative helicity, utilizing the fact that this difference contains only the magnetic
information due to the XMCD at the given photon energy. Here, our sample is
mounted perpendicular to the incident beam, and we are sensitive to the thickness-
integrated out-of-plane component of the magnetization. Holograms are acquired
using a Princeton Instruments PI-MTE camera with 2048 × 2048 pixel, operated
at 1MHz readout speed.]

The image reconstruction works reliably with a fully automatic script. This is
possible because our design allows for the imaging without beamstop and therefore
for an accurate automatic determination of the center of the image required by the
Fourier transform. This automatic centering has not been reported for any other
holographic sample design so far. Our script finds the center of the hologram
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a b c d

Figure 2.5 |Holographic reconstructions of a magnetic state obtained with the
presented sample design. (a) Topography of the specimen, which is a 550 nm diame-
ter disk with a notch at the top centered to the 800 nm diameter field of view defined by
the object hole (white circle). (b) Reconstruction of the magnetic state from a difference
hologram with 6× 107 photons per helicity, cropped to the disk area. The magnetiza-
tion is pointing downwards (away from the reader) in the white regions, whereas it is
pointing upwards in the black areas. The image shows a magnetic configuration with
two bubble domains. (c) Reconstruction of the same state from 1.3× 107 photons per
helicity. (d) Schematic cross section through the disk shown in (c), with the orientation
of the magnetic domains depicted by arrows.]

with sub-pixel precision by searching for the maximum of the total number of
counts in a circle with a 10 pixel radius and variable origin in a 20 × 20 pixel
area around the brightest pixel in the sum of all holograms. Furthermore, before
the Fourier transform, two algorithms are applied to the difference hologram to
improve the quality of the reconstructed image: (i) filtering of parasitic signals
such as cosmic rays and dead pixels identified by their intensity deviating by
more than 6 standard deviations from the average local intensity in a 32×32 pixel
environment, and (ii) zero padding of the hologram to double its original size. The
magnetic disk is a small area in the transformed hologram, which is cropped using
the topography image obtained by reconstructing the sum holograms from both
helicities, see Fig. 2.5a. Finally, the complex phase is optimized for maximum
contrast in the real part of the image. This real part yields the images of the
magnetic domains (Figs. 2.5b and 2.5c), in our case showing that the magnetization
is pointing predominantly downwards, apart from two circular areas, so-called
bubble domains. The images shown in Figs. 2.5b and 2.5c are reconstructed from
holograms taken with distinct integration times. We find that a total number of
6× 107 detected photons per helicity is required to obtain an image of the magnetic
state, see Fig. 2.5b. These photons are inhomogeneously distributed across the
camera chip, with the distribution being characteristic for the specimen and the
mask geometry. With our particular mask design, the total number of 6× 107

photons corresponds to 2300 photons (1.5× 105 camera counts) in the brightest
pixel. Because the sensitivity of our camera becomes non-linear if more than
3.5× 104 counts are recorded in a single pixel, 4 camera readouts per helicity are
required to obtain an image of the quality shown in Fig. 2.5b. The total acquisition
time of a single image with our sample design and the presently available photon
flux is less than 2minutes plus the additional time for changing the helicity.]
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Figure 2.6 |Electrical schematics for pump-probe FTH. The blue rectangle sym-
bolizes the vacuum chamber, and the green rectangle indicates the sample board. The
sample itself is depicted as a white square with a thin yellow wire on top. The red lines
denote high frequency cables with SMA connectors. The acronyms represent the follow-
ing: a stands for attenuator, T for pick-off tee, A for amplifier, O for oscilloscope, P for
pulse generator, PC for power combiner, CH for channel, FD for frequency divider, and
BC for bunch clock. A more detailed discussion of the figure is provided in the text.

2.5. Pump-probe setup

The samples presented here are designed for microwave pump - x-ray probe holo-
graphic imaging at synchrotron light sources. Two steps are critical to enable such
a pump-probe experiment: first, the repetition rate of the injected microwaves
must match the repetition rate of the incident photon pulses exactly and, second,
it is crucial to know the time at which a microwave should be injected in order
to arrive simultaneously with the photons at the sample. In the following, we will
discuss the electronic circuits with which we accomplish these tasks.
A schematic of the electrical circuit for the synchronized pulse injection is drawn

in Fig. 2.6. We use a Picosecond Pulse Labs 12080 800MHz pulse generator (P
in Fig. 2.6) that has two individually programmable output channels, each with
two SMA-type output connectors: one for the normal and one for the inverted
signal. Each channel can create rectangular pulses with sub-100 ps rise time with
up to 2V bipolar amplitude and up to 800MHz repetition rate. Both outputs
provide adjustable time delays. The pulse generator has an internal 10MHz clock,
which can be replaced by an external clock signal (at Ref In). To ensure that the
pulse generator injects pulses with the same repetition rate as that of the incident
photon pulses (which is slightly less than 1.25MHz in the single bunch mode of
BESSY II), the 8-fold multiple of the synchrotron pulse repetition rate (which
is slightly less than 10MHz) is fed into the pulse generator as a 10MHz clock
signal. With respect to this external clock, a 1.25MHz signal has the exact same
repetition rate as the photon pulses.
To create such a 10MHz signal from the synchrotron, we use the 400-fold single
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bunch frequency (approximately 500MHz), because such a signal is provided by
the synchrotron (at bunch clock BC2) and because it is much easier to reduce the
frequency of a signal than multiplying it. That is, we use frequency dividers (FD1

and FD2 in Fig. 2.6), where the first one (FD1) divides the frequency by 25, and
the second one (FD2) divides by another factor 2. The reason for not using directly
a division factor of 50 is that this would result in a rectangular pulse pattern with
a duty cycle of 2% (1/50), whereas our setup with two frequency dividers provides
the 50% duty cycle signal expected by the pulse generator.
We can use this pulse generator to create bipolar rectangular pulses with variable

amplitudes in both polarities. For this purpose, we use channel 1 (CH1) of the
pulse generator for the positive pulse and the inverted channel two (CH2) for the
negative pulse. The relative delay between the pulses is set to the duration of the
first pulse, thus creating an uninterrupted succession of both pulse polarities, which
is often useful because this pulse shape provides the strongest change of excitation
at a given ohmic heat load. The signal from both outputs is combined using a
power combiner (PC) that combines the input signals on connectors 1 and 2 in the
output connector 3. The combined signal is amplified by 32 dB (power gain factor
of 1600, voltage increase by a factor of 40 ) using a built-to-order Kuhne KU PA
BB 5030A amplifier (A) with a band width of 10MHz to 1500MHz. To protect the
amplifier against reflected signals, an attenuator of −3 dB (a1) is mounted at its
output. Any reflection will pass the attenuator twice and will thus be attenuated
by −6 dB.
Before being injected into the sample, part of the amplified signal is picked off to

be monitored with a LeCroy WavePro 735ZI 3.5GHz real time oscilloscope (O).
This splitting of the signal is done using a built-to-order Kuhne KU DIV 0112
A - 371 pick-off tee (T), which splits the input signal on connector 1 in two parts,
one almost unperturbed (power reduced by −2 dB) on output 2 and the other one
attenuated by −20 dB on output 3. The signal from output 3 is monitored on
the oscilloscope, whereas the signal from output 2 is injected into the microcoil.
Part of this pulse is transmitted and subsequently recorded with the oscilloscope
(optionally attenuated at a2), another part is absorbed by heating the microcoil,
and the rest is reflected and sent through the pick-off tee again with −20 dB atten-
uation to the oscilloscope. The current transmitted through the microcoil can be
calculated from the voltage of the transmitted signal recorded on the oscilloscope
(if present, corrected by the damping of a2) divided by its 50Ω input impedance.
We now send bipolar pulses with a repetition rate synchronized to the incident

photon pulses through the microcoil. The remaining challenge is to have both
pulses simultaneously on the sample. For this purpose, we use the rising edge of
the 1.25MHz bunch clock signal (BC1) provided by the synchrotron as a reference
time zero, i.e., we record this bunch clock signal on the oscilloscope (attenuated
by −20 dB (at a3) because its voltage is too large for the oscilloscope) and set its
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Figure 2.7 |Electrical schematics for the time zero determination with an
APD. The blue rectangle symbolizes the vacuum chamber, and the green rectangle
indicates the APD board. The APD itself is depicted as a white diode symbol on the
APD board. On the positive contact side of the APD, a 1MΩ resistor R and a 1 nF
capacitor C are integrated in the APD board. A source meter is used to supply a voltage
of 100V on the positive input of the APD. The negative side is connected with cables of
well-known length with the oscilloscope O. This oscilloscope is triggered by the 1.25MHz
bunch clock signal BC1 provided by the synchrotron.

trigger to the respective channel. The temporal position of the photon pulse with
respect to the same trigger is determined by mounting a Hamamatsu S9717-05K
fast avalange photo diode (APD) on the position at which the sample is during
the measurement, and by using cables to transport the signal from the APD to the
oscilloscope of precisely the same length as in the excitation scheme. The circuit
used for this measurement is sketched in Fig. 2.7. One side of the APD is connected
to the oscilloscope, which is triggered by the BC1 bunch clock signal. That is, this
side is electrically on ground potential. The other side is lifted to 100V, and part
of this potential drops on a 1MΩ resistor placed in series before the APD. In this
configuration, the diode is operated in reverse bias mode, i.e., the depletion zone is
increased by the electric field gradient. The resistance of the diode is much larger
than 1MΩ, such that almost the whole 100V drop at the APD. A 1nF capacitor
couples this side of the APD to ground; in the static case, however, this capacitor
is insulating. As soon as a photon is absorbed in the diode, the situation changes
significantly. The photons create free electrons that are accelerated in the external
potential and create an avalange of new charge carriers by collisions during their
motion (hence the name APD). The capacitor acts as a sink for the (temporarily)
generated charges. The holes are filled by a current from the oscilloscope, which is
detected as a positive voltage peak. The avalange stops because the voltage at the
APD decreases immediately as the device becomes conducting (then most of the
voltage drops at the 1MΩ resistor). The signal decays in oscillations characteristic
of the complicated RLC equivalent internal circuit of the diode.96 The time of the
photon event is reconstructed from the start of the pulse on the oscilloscope.
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Figure 2.8 | Signal measured with the oscilloscope. The red line is the bunch clock
BC1 that serves as a trigger for the oscilloscope. The 50% level of the rising edge of this
signal defines the time zero of the oscilloscope. The green line is the signal from the APD
(multiplied by 5), and the blue line is the transmitted pulse (divided by 10). The latter
two signals are plotted enlarged in the inset.

The signal recorded with the oscilloscope is plotted in Fig. 2.8. The red line
depicts the 1.25MHz bunch clock signal BC1. The 50% level of its raising edge
defines the time zero of the oscilloscope. The photon pulse found on the APD
(green line) starts at t = 452.7 ns with respect to the oscilloscope trigger. After
changing to the sample setup, the pulse send through the sample (blue line) arrives
at the same time delay at the oscilloscope. The magnetic state is probed at the
transition between positive and negative pulse.

2.6. Scanning transmission x-ray microscopy

Part of the results presented in this thesis have been obtained by using another x-
ray imaging technique, namely scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM).
In STXM, the sample is scanned with high precision through a focused x-ray spot,
and the total transmission is detected by a fast avalange photo diode (APD), see
Fig. 2.9. The readout of the diode is faster than the temporal separation δt of
subsequent x-ray flashes (2 ns in the multi bunch mode at BESSY II). Typically,
a configurable number of channels n is available for counting the transmitted
photons. Provided the investigated sample is excited with an excitation of period
δtn/m (with m,n coprime integers, m often called “magic number”), a movie of
the response of the sample is directly obtained from the images collected in the
n different channels. The frames of such a movie can be reshuffled in a pulse-
chronological order, such that the dynamic response to the excitation is scanned
in n temporal steps of δt/m. Ideally, the number of channels is coprime to the
number of bunches in the synchrotron ring, such that the light from every bunch
contributes equally to each channel and bunch fluctuations are averaged out. A
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Figure 2.9 |Schematic illustration of a scanning transmission x-ray micro-
scope. The incident beam is transmitted through a zone plate (ZP), which is made of
alternating opaque and transparent rings to mimic a Bessel transmission function. The
diffraction pattern of the transmitted beam is a point. Hence, the zone plate acts as a
focusing lens. Due to the limited efficiency of the zone plate of typically 1% to 10%, the
non-diffracted zero order light, as well as higher order diffractions, have to be blocked
using an order selecting aperture (OSA). The sample is placed in the focus of the zone
plate, and is scanned laterally to obtain an image pixel-by-pixel. The total transmission
is recorded for every pixel using a super-fast avalanche photo diode (APD). The signal
is analyzed by a computer.

full movie can be obtained in less than 15min. In contrast to x-ray holography,
STXM allows for zooming and real space translation of the field of view. That is,
a large number of objects (magnetic disks in our case) can be investigated without
changing samples. However, there are several drawbacks of this technique in view
of pump-probe imaging of domain dynamics in PMA materials: (i) Spatial drift
of the sample reduces the effective resolution and often renders the separation of
the magnetic signal from topographic information (which is usually achieved by
point-wise division of the transmission of positive and negative helicity x-rays)
extremely difficult. The quality of the images obtained is typically worse than in
x-ray holography. (ii) The APD is sensitive not only to the transmitted soft x-rays,
but also to the GHz electromagnetic waves emitted by the excitation system. This
so-called cross-talk can lead to a saturation of the detector when imaging during
the excitation, in particular when using high frequency excitations as required
for Skyrmion dynamics. (iii) The zone plate focusing the x-rays on the sample
has to be very close to the sample surface (the distance is inversely proportional
to the focus spot size), and at even closer distance, an order selecting aperture
(OSA) has to be inserted to block all light apart from the first order focus (see
Fig. 2.9). Due to the limited space available, strong static external magnetic fields
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are difficult to provide. Furthermore, the magnet installed at the STXM used for
our investigations was, for the duration of this thesis, not capable of providing pure
out-of-plane fields (in fact, as measured with a Hall sensor, the field was almost at
a 45◦ angle with respect to the sample normal). In-plane magnetic fields reduce
the energy barrier for the nucleation of new domains, favoring this response to
an excitation over domain wall propagation. As a consequence of the outlined
problems, unambiguous pump-probe STXM images of domain dynamics in PMA
materials, and in particular of Skyrmion dynamics, could not be obtained as part
of this thesis. Still, STXM has proven extremely useful in the development of a
new material suitable for dynamic imaging.

2.7. Conclusions
In conclusion, we presented a fabrication scheme for samples apt for pump-probe
soft x-ray Fourier transform holography. The design has been optimized to ac-
quire high resolution, high quality images in the low flux single bunch mode in
a few minutes. With this acquisition speed, movies of magnetic dynamics with a
sufficiently large number of frames can be recorded. Apart from the milling of the
reference holes, which requires manual focus-tuning for every membrane, all fabri-
cation steps can be automated. Hence, the process can be used in mass-production.
Furthermore, our particular design facilitates the fully automatic reconstruction
of the holograms, providing real-time access to the image information. Finally,
we have provided an electric circuit to inject synchronized excitation pulses at a
well-defined delay with respect to the x-ray photons at the sample position. We
expect that our scheme will make time-resolved x-ray holographic imaging more
accessible to the larger scientific community.]



Chapter 3
Material development
and characterization
We present magnetic domain states in a material configuration with high perpen-
dicular magnetic anisotropy and particularly low magnetic pinning. This material,
a [B-doped-Co]/Pt multilayer, exhibits a strong magnetic contrast in x-ray trans-
mission experiments, making it apt for dynamic imaging with modern synchrotron
techniques, providing high spatial and high temporal resolution simultaneously. By
analyzing the static spin structures in nano-disks at variable external fields, we
show that CoB/Pt multilayers exhibit low enough domain wall pinning to allow
for the manipulation the domain pattern with weak stimuli and in particular for
displacing domains and domain walls. We demonstrate in a proof-of-principle
experiment using pump-probe x-ray holographic imaging that moderate magnetic
fields can induce elastic and deterministic, and hence repeatable, small variations
of the domain configuration in CoB/Pt multilayers. Such reproducibility is the key
to perform high resolution imaging of the domain wall motion in order to gain
insight to the details of the local magnetization dynamics.†

3.1. Introduction

Materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are attracting signifi-
cant scientific interest, motivated in particular by the technological relevance of
this class of materials for applications in high bit-density hard disk storage de-
vices,89 current-driven domain wall shift registers with low critical current densi-
ties,97 and programmable magnetic logic elements.98 All these applications rely
on the magnetic switching or controlled motion of magnetic domain walls at the
nanometer length scale and picosecond time scale. The ongoing debate regarding
the underlying physics of the domain dynamics in PMA systems, such as the origin,
universality, magnitude, and even the sign99,100 of the non-adiabatic spin trans-
fer torque, as well as the eigenmodes of confined magnetic bubbles2 (bubbles can
be viewed as the out-of-plane analog to the magnetic vortex5,101), underline the
need for direct imaging of the domain dynamics at the relevant sub-50 nm length
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scale and sub-nanosecond time scale. Such high-resolution pump-probe dynamic
imaging is well established for in-plane materials, in particular permalloy, with
prominent experiments on, for instance, gyrating magnetic vortices58,102–104 and
domain wall motion.20,105 For PMA materials, however, small inhomogeneities of
the magnetic properties are amplified by the high perpendicular anisotropy to form
considerable energy barriers for magnetic domain wall motion (pinning sites).89,106

The influence of pinning is twofold and complementary on different length scales.
While domain wall motion within a pinning potential is deterministic and elastic
due to the well-defined restoring force of the potential, on length scales extending
several pinning potential minima, stochastic thermal hopping over the energy bar-
rier prevents elastic and in particular deterministic domain wall motion at small
excitations and finite temperatures. That is, spin dynamics in high pinning mate-
rials is deterministic only at very small displacements (motion within the pinning
potential) and in spin switching experiments at very high excitations (as strong
pinning causes major hysteresis loop memory and reproducibility). In the latter
case, changes are permanent (not elastic), and repeatability can be achieved only
by a second pulse flipping back the spins and restoring the original configuration.
To image domain wall motion, on the other hand, elasticity is needed on a length
scale significantly larger than the spatial resolution, and thus shallow and sparsely
distributed pinning sites are desirable. It has been demonstrated recently that
pump-probe imaging of creep domain wall motion is possible, provided the do-
main wall can be reset to a well-defined starting position after every excitation,
which, for instance, can be realized by using an artificial energy barrier.107 How-
ever, in this experiment, the stochastic motion during the excitation effectively
reduces the time resolution, leading to uncertainties in the nanosecond regime.
For numerous applications and basic science studies, e.g., the observation of gy-
rating bubbles, it is desirable that the domain wall motion is deterministic on the
sub-nanosecond time scale and elastic, i.e., that the system returns to the initial
configuration when no external stimulus is present. The availability of a suitable,
low-pinning PMA material system is thus pivotal in this context.†

Here we use x-ray imaging to determine the magnetic states. This is so far the
only approach combining high spatial and high temporal resolution that allows for
the imaging of magnetic domain dynamics in a pump-probe scheme. X-ray holo-
graphic imaging78 in a transmission geometry is ideally suited as this technique is
intrinsically drift-free and hence allows for the reliable detection of changes in the
domain pattern even down to a few nanometers. However, x-ray-transmission–
based dynamic imaging entails several constraints to the sample under investiga-
tion. First, the total thickness of the magnetic material has to be sufficient to
provide reasonable magnetic contrast through the x-ray magnetic circular dichro-
ism (XMCD).69 Specifically, imaging in a transmission geometry currently requires
several nanometers of magnetic material. Materials with PMA, which can be pre-
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pared with the desired thickness on amorphous Si3N4 membranes, are, for instance,
multilayers of transition metals, such as Co/Pt or Co/Pd. These materials have
been commonly used in a wide range of experiments89,98,108–112 and are very well
characterized.42,106,113–117 Second, the pump-probe scheme relies on a determin-
istic and elastic response of the magnetic domains and domain walls to driving
forces of up to GHz repetition rates. This requires a material with particularly
low pinning to provide the high repeatability of the domain wall motion, which is
also of key importance for applications.†

In this chapter we present a perpendicular magnetic material configuration for
deterministic domain wall motion based on B-doped Co/Pt multilayers. In this
material a significant reduction of the domain wall pinning has been found us-
ing quasi-static measurement techniques on films with sub-nanometer Co thick-
ness.50,118 For x-ray-transmission–based imaging, however, we need a minimum
total thickness of a few nanometers of magnetic material. As the PMA in non-
epitaxial Co/Pt arises from the Co/Pt interface interaction,43 a natural way to
retain the magnetic properties in a few nanometers thick configuration is to use
multilayer stacks. Using x-ray holographic imaging of nano-patterned disks under
statically applied external magnetic fields, we show that the pinning strength in
our developed CoB/Pt multilayer configuration is sufficiently low and can enable
repetitive pump-probe dynamic imaging. We demonstrate the repeatability in a
pump-probe experiment, showing that we can use the material to image domain
dynamics with sub-50 nm spatial resolution and sub-nanosecond time resolution.†

3.2. Sample growth and material characterization

Our B-doped magnetic multilayer is material CoB/Pt40
1 grown on a Si3N4 mem-

brane where a holographic mask with an 800 nm diameter object hole has been
prepared by focused ion beam milling in a 1.5 µm thick gold film on the back side
before deposition. The magnetic film was grown using DC magnetron sputtering
at a chamber base pressure of 3× 10−8mbar. The Co68B32 layers were grown at
an Ar pressure of 1× 10−2mbar and a DC sputtering power of 20W, while for
the Pt layers an Ar pressure of 3× 10−3mbar at 60W was used. The film was
patterned after deposition into a 750 nm diameter disk centered to the object hole
using electron beam lithography (EBL) and Ar ion milling. Finally, a 65 nm diam-
eter reference hole was prepared adjacent to the object hole, yielding a resolution
of 45(10) nm.119 To compare the magnetic properties, we investigate nanostruc-
tures of a representative transition metal multilayer stack Co/Pd50. The material
is grown on a Si3N4 membrane and patterned into a 600 nm diameter disk by EBL
and lift-off. The holographic mask is fabricated on a separate membrane to define

1The material names used here are abbreviations. The full material compositions are listed on
page xvi.
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a 2 µm object hole and an adjacent 50 nm reference hole in a 900 nm thick gold
film, yielding a resolution of approximately 35(10) nm. The mask is aligned to the
magnetic disk using piezo stages.86 This approach requires a special image recon-
struction procedure to achieve optimal spatial resolution due to the finite distance
between sample and mask (11µm in our case).81 The holographic imaging was
performed at the UE-52 SGM beamline at the BESSY II synchrotron in Berlin
using circularly polarized photons with energy tuned to the Co L3 absorption edge
(778 eV), employing XMCD to obtain magnetic contrast.†

Further experiments were performed to characterize both the conventional Co/Pt
and Co/Pd multilayers as well as our optimized CoB/Pt material. The mag-
netic states of disk shaped elements were investigated as a function of disk diam-
eter, material composition, sample fabrication techniques, and temperature treat-
ment. Specifically, in addition to material Co/Pd50, disks of materials Co/Pt6 and
Co/Pd8 were imaged. These materials were sputter-deposited at a chamber base
pressure of 2.8× 10−6mbar and an Ar gas pressure of 2× 10−3mbar. Material
CoB/Pt30 was investigated as an alternative B-doped configuration in addition to
material CoB/Pt40, and equally low magnetic pinning was found. The configu-
ration CoB/Pt30 has been chosen for subsequent time resolved experiments as it
requires less efforts for the preparation (the sputtering chamber uses manual shut-
tering, which becomes time-consuming when using several tens of multilayers).
Materials Co/Pd50, Co/Pt6, and Co/Pd8 were patterned by lift-off techniques,
whereas materials CoB/Pt30 and CoB/Pt40 were shaped by Ar milling. For dy-
namical imaging, 5.5 µm wide electrical transmission lines made of Cr(5)/Au(50)
were fabricated by lift-off techniques onto the samples with materials Co/Pt6 and
Co/Pd8, involving high temperature exposures of more than 180 ◦C for several
minutes. In contrast, the transmission lines on the samples with the B-doped ma-
terials CoB/Pt30 and CoB/Pt40 were 300 nm wide Cr(5)/Au(300) wires, and the
temperature was kept below 120 ◦C throughout the whole process. The imaging
of the magnetic states has been carried out using STXM and x-ray holography.
STXM measurements were performed at the MAXYMUS end station at BESSY
II, using, as in holography, the XMCD contrast of circularly polarized photons at
the Co L3 absorption edge.

From superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurements on
a continuous CoB/Pt multilayer film with the exact same composition as mate-
rial CoB/Pt40, we obtain a saturation magnetization of Ms = 1.24(3)× 106 A/m
(when normalized to the total thickness of the magnetic CoB), and a hard axis
saturation field of µ0Hk = 0.34(5) T corresponding to a total (effective) uniax-
ial magnetic anisotropy of Ku,eff = 2.1(3)× 105 J/m3. Here Ku,eff > 0 defines
a preferred out-of-plane alignment of magnetic moments. In a single layer con-
figuration (Pt(4)/Co68B32(0.6)/ Pt(2)), similar values of Ms = 1.03× 106 A/m
and Ku,eff = 3.2× 105 J/m3 have been found before.50,118 To calculate the crys-
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tal field uniaxial anisotropy constant Ku, we make use of the analytic relation
H = ∂F

µ0∂M between the magnetic field H and the magnetization M through the
free energy density F , which holds if the system is in thermodynamic equilib-
rium.120 In the absence of any further knowledge of the magnetization reversal
mechanism, the equilibrium magnetization can be approximated by the average of
both hysteresis branches, with the difference giving a reasonable estimate for the
2σ confidence interval. The free energy density is a potential, for which we can
hence choose a constant offset such that the free energy density of the in-plane
saturated state is Fs,ip = 0. Bringing the system from in-plane to out-of-plane
saturation costs demagnetization energy and yields anisotropy energy. The free
energy density of the out-of-plane saturated state is hence Fs,oop = µ0M

2
s /2−Ku.

The remanent (demagnetized) state shows complex domains, which makes the
corresponding free energy density F0 difficult to calculate. Here, however, we
only use that the value F0 is unique and therefore equal for the in-plane and the
out-of-plane loop. The energy differences Fs,oop −F0 and Fs,ip −F0 can be deter-
mined by calculating the saturation energies Es,oop and Es,ip, respectively, from
the measured hysteresis loops.120 Combining these considerations, we arrive at
Ku = µ0M

2
s /2−Es,oop +Es,ip. For our material configuration, we obtain a value

of Ku = 1.01(5)× 106 J/m3, corresponding to a quality factor of Q = 1.05(8).
With these properties, our material is comparable to typical Co/Pt or Co/Pd
multilayers,42,106,113–116 and in contrast to other low-pinning materials such as
permalloy, it belongs to the class of high-anisotropy materials.†

For the material CoB/Pt30, we obtain similar values ofMs = 1.19(3)× 106 A/m,
Ku,eff = 1.58(18)× 105 J/m3, Ku = 7.7(5)× 105 J/m3, and Q = 0.87(6). Further-
more, from a small angle x-ray scattering pattern of a continuous film of material
CoB/Pt30, magnetized in a domain state of (roughly) parallel stripes, we deter-
mine the domain width ζ with its statistical standard deviation χ and the domain
wall parameter ∆0, from which we derive the exchange stiffness A through the
identity A = ∆2

0Ku,eff (see chapter 1.3 for a theoretical background).121 The az-
imuthally integrated scattering intensity I(q) is plotted on a logarithmic scale in
Fig. 3.1 as a function of wave vector transfer q of the scattered photons. Three
maxima can be identified, corresponding to the first, third, and fifth Bragg reflex
of the stripe domain phase. The corresponding SAXS pattern, which is presented
as an inset in Fig. 3.1, has been recorded in two steps. In the first image the cen-
tral beam is blocked with a circular beam stop; due to the limited dynamic range
of the camera, only the first and third order peaks are visible in this image. To
detect the fifth order peak, a large diode in front of the camera was used to block
the intense first order peak. Given the geometry of this diode, only a small part
around one of the third and fifth order peaks has been illuminated. The radial
integration is carried out in both images independently, and the resulting spectra
are combined at the maximum of the third order peak.
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Figure 3.1 | SAXS spectrum of material CoB/Pt30 in the stripe domain phase.
The spectrum shows the azimuthally integrated scattered intensity I versus the wave vec-
tor transfer of the scattered photons q combined from two images with distinct dynamic
range at the third order peak (on a logarithmic scale, solid red line). The dashed red lines
show how the spectra from the single images continue to evolve. The measured spectrum
is compared with the squared Fourier transform of a simulated stripe domain pattern
(dotted blue line). The insets show the combination of both images embedded in the full
camera chip on a logarithmic intensity scale (left) and a magnetic force micrograph of
the stripe domain pattern (right).

The relative heights of the peaks, their positions, and the slope of the background
are characteristic for the parameters ζ, χ, and ∆0. We extract these parameters
by comparing the measured spectrum with a squared Fourier transform of a com-
puted random one-dimensional domain pattern Mz(x) with specified statistical
parameters ζ, χ, and ∆0. We find that the domain wall width mainly affects the
slope of the background, whereas χ has a large impact on the relative height of
the peaks and on the distance between first and third order reflex. This clear
signature of the parameters allows us to determine at least the domain width
and its variation from the peak positions with high precision despite the overall
poor agreement between the measurement and the simulation shown in Fig. 3.1.
The extraction of the domain wall width parameter is less accurate. The discrep-
ancy between the measurement and the model most likely originates from the 1D
approximation of the model. In the 2D SAXS images a ring-shaped scattering
pattern is visible. Even though this ring is much weaker than the Bragg spots of
the stripe phase, they still indicate that the stripes are not perfectly straight but
rather have some characteristic periodicity in the direction perpendicular to the
stripes as well. At least two problems arise from this two-dimensionality. First, in
the measurement of the fifth order peak, we select the stripe domain peak only,
and mask the ring contribution. It seems therefore reasonable that the fifth order
peak is weaker in the measured spectrum than in the simulations. And second, the
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2D domain pattern is much more complex and three parameters are not sufficient
to provide an accurate model. A 2D model, however, requires tremendous com-
puting power and considerable code optimization to obtain results on acceptable
time scales, and even if we would use a 2D model, the complexity would make it
extremely difficult to extract the relevant quantities. That said, from our simple
model, we obtain ζ = 57.8(8) nm, χ = 6.35(10) nm, ∆0 = 11(2) nm, and hence
A = 23(8)× 10−12 J/m. As expected, the exchange stiffness is slightly reduced
compared to the value of pure Co due to the mixture with non-magnetic B.122

3.3. Static properties of Co/Pd and Co/Pt
nanostructures

In Fig. 3.2 we present static magnetic images of a Co/Pd50 disk at various uni-
formly applied external magnetic fields, and based on them we analyze the mag-
netic behavior of nanostructures from this material. Due to the inhomogeneity of
the field and the hysteresis of the electro-magnet, the field values given in the fol-
lowing are approximate, with an error of 6mT+10% of the actual value. We first
image the domain configuration at zero applied field in Fig. 3.2a. Subsequently, a
downward-oriented magnetic field of 100mT is applied, see Fig. 3.2b. After appar-
ent saturation at 200mT (not shown), the field is reduced to zero again (Fig. 3.2c).
Immediately afterwards, 100mT are applied in the downward direction again, see
Fig. 3.2d, where a magnetic bubble-like domain is isolated.123 From the imbalance
of black and white domains at zero field, we can deduce a considerable remanent
magnetization of the sample. The observed domains show, both at remanence
and at applied fields, a large variation in width and shape. Moreover, the shape
of the domains is not commensurate with the disk geometry. The irregularity
is present at the edges of the disk as well as in the center. Note that the spin
configuration in Fig. 3.2c largely resembles that in Fig. 3.2a, only with inverted
contrast signaling the reversal of the magnetic moments. This reversal of mag-
netic moments as well as the substantially different intermediate state in Fig. 3.2b
excludes insufficient saturation as an explanation for the similarity (as argued in
Ref. 113). Rather, our observations point to the presence of considerable pinning
sites distributed all over the sample. The pinning is usually attributed to local
variations in the anisotropy. It has been reported in Refs. 89 and 106 that this
variation could be explained by the different orientation of crystal grains in the
polycrystalline Co. The presence of strong pinning sites as found in our Co/Pd
material is highly desirable for applications in data storage devices to stabilize the
domain configuration against external perturbations, and the reproducibility of
the remanent domain configuration could be used to investigate, for instance, the
switching dynamics induced by very strong excitations. For the specific purpose
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a) 0 mT b)−100 mT c) 0 mT d)−100 mT

Figure 3.2 |Magnetic domain states in Co/Pd. Evolution of the magnetic domain
pattern in a 600 nm diameter Co/Pd disk during application of a uniform static external
out-of-plane field of varying strength. White indicates magnetization pointing up (posi-
tive field direction) and black indicates magnetization pointing down. Between (b) and
(c), the sample was saturated with a magnetic field of −200mT.†

of pump-probe dynamic imaging of domain wall motion, however, a system with
significantly weaker pinning centers and a reduced pinning density is required.†

To provide a statistically more significant data set for our conclusions on con-
ventional Co/Pt and Co/Pd, we perform STXM imaging of several hundred disks
of variable diameter and material composition (materials Co/Pd50, Co/Pt6, and
Co/Pd8). All disks of material Co/Pd8 are single domain, and the material has
not been further investigated. A collection of remanent domain configurations in
materials Co/Pd50, Co/Pt6, and, for comparison, material CoB/Pt30, is presented
in Fig. 3.3. An overview of possible remanent domain patterns in Co/Pt (material
Co/Pt6) is provided in Fig. 3.3a, showing the magnetic states of a set of disks with
2 µm and 2.25 µm diameter. A Au transmission line is running horizontally on top
of some of the disks, covering them about half. In all of these disks, domains of
irregular shape and varying width can be identified. Before the imaging, a rapid
succession of 1000 pulses (pulse train), each with 2 ns duration and a current den-
sity of 9(2)× 1011A/m2, followed by 1000 pulses of 6(1)× 1011A/m2 and reverse
polarity, has been injected to the transmission line. The error for current density
through the Au transmission line comes predominantly from the 20% uncertainty
of the thickness of the Au, i.e., it is of systematic nature. The orientation of the
last pulse was such that its magnetic field favored the white domains in the bot-
tom row and the black domains in the top row. Even though the pulses have been
switched off in Fig. 3.3a, the white domains are still dominating the bottom row,
while the disks in the top row show more black domains. A significant number of
disks shows bubble domains, but only a few of them are round. Most disks that
are further away from the transmission line are in the single domain state.

The state after another pair of pulse trains of the same shape as before is pre-
sented in Fig. 3.3b. The domain pattern was modified considerably in some disks,
whereas in others it remains unchanged. We expect the stripe domains to orient
preferably in the direction transverse to the wire, i.e., along the the in-plane com-
ponent of the magnetic field of the transmission line, which is strongest below the
wire. In contrast, there is a clear preference for a domain alignment parallel to
the wire. Also the changes from Figs. 3.3a to 3.3b show a slight tendency in favor
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Figure 3.3 |Remanent domain configurations in conventional Co/Pt and
Co/Pd, and in CoB/Pt. (a) STXM overview graph of Co/Pt6 disks of 2 µm and
2.25µm diameter. The two horizontal lines (one black and one white) are the edges of a
Au transmission line running horizontally on top of the disks. The graph is a pixel-wise
division of one image taken with positive by one taken with negative helicity photons,
eliminating all non-magnetic signals. Residual features are characteristics of uncompen-
sated drift between the two images. (b) The same sample area after sending a current
pulse through the transmission line. (c) X-ray holography image of a quasi-continuous
film of Co/Pd50. The disk-shaped element is larger than the 2µm diameter field of view.
(d) STXM graph of a 2 µm diameter Co/Pt6 disk, showing a three-ring state (which can
be seen as a higher order bubble5). (e) A very similar state (with 5 rings) in the 550 nm
diameter CoB/Pt30 disk investigated in chapter 4. (f) SEM image of a 2 µm diameter
Co/Pd50 disk.

of a domain alignment parallel to the wire.
To investigate how significant edge the roughness is for pinning in material

Co/Pd50, we image the domain pattern in a quasi-continuous film on the same
sample presented in Fig. 3.2, as shown in Fig. 3.3c. In line with our previous ob-
servations in Fig. 3.2, the domains show a broad distribution of widths. Similarly,
the three-ring state found in a 2µm diameter disk of material Co/Pt6 (Fig. 3.3d),
despite being roughly adapted to the circular shape of the disk, displays consid-
erable irregularities. For instance, the bubble in the center is not round, and the
black domain has a very rough domain wall in the bottom part. This behavior is
in contrast to low-pinning CoB/Pt, where the domains are circular and of constant
width, as shown for a 550 nm diameter disk in Fig. 3.3e. Only near the edges of the
disk, significant domain roughness is observed. However, we have to keep in mind
the different sizes of the disks shown in Figs. 3.3d and 3.3e. Thus, in Fig. 3.3e,
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Figure 3.4 |Quasi-static excitation of a Co/Pt disk. The images show the static
domain configuration in a 2.25 µm diameter Co/Pt (material Co/Pt6) disk that is par-
tially covered by a Au transmission line (black bar on the left of each image). In between
the images, a rapid succession (pulse train) of 500 positive or negative pulses has been
sent through the transmission line, schematically indicated by the time line in the bottom.
Between (d) and (e), 13 pulse trains of each polarity were injected.

our spatial resolution is not sufficient to investigate and draw conclusions from
the detailed shape of the domain walls. Our results indicate that the pinning ob-
served in Co/Pt and Co/Pd here is not confined to the edge of the sample, and
therefore not related to the fabrication process. In contrast, an SEM image of a
2 µm diameter disk of material Co/Pd50 (Fig. 3.3f) shows a large surface rough-
ness of the magnetic material all over the disk. To what extent this roughness can
be attributed to the patterning (and not to the material growth) remains to be
investigated.

We take a closer look at a 2.25 µm diameter Co/Pt6 disk that is partially covered
by a Au transmission line, see Fig. 3.4. The transmission line is used to excite the
domain pattern with an Oersted field pulse. From our previous static study, we
expect the changes to be permanent, i.e., that the magnetic state after a excitation
will be an excited state and not the original configuration. Here we test if we can
restore the original configuration with the help of another weaker excitation with
reversed polarity, using the same bipolar pulse train scheme as above, but with 500
pulses per pulse train. In Fig. 3.4 we show a sequence of images with a specified
excitation applied between two adjacent images. All images show slightly different
domain patterns. Changes are stronger near the transmission line than farther
away. There is no clear direction of the evolution of the domain configuration,
i.e., all the observe configurations are energetically almost degenerate and there is
little hope that the domain pattern evolves into a unique ground state that could
serve as an initial configuration for pump-probe excitations.

Our observations are consistent with the conclusions drawn from Fig. 3.2. All
of our Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples show considerable pinning both at the edges as
well as far away from fabrication artifacts. The pinning manifests itself in irregular
domains with rough domain walls and strongly varying widths. The considerable
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Figure 3.5 |Temperature effect in Co/Pt material Co/Pt6 (a) STXM graph of
another area of the same sample shown in Fig. 3.3a. The black line is the left border of
the transmission line. (b) The same sample area after sending current pulses through
the wire. The magnetic contrast has vanished completely. (c) Another area of the same
sample. Here, only the material underneath the curved transmission line shows out-of-
plane magnetic contrast, even in the disk that is partially covered by it.

remanent magnetization demonstrates that stray fields are insufficient to drive this
material to the lowest energy state after an excitation. (The zero net magnetiza-
tion configuration should be lower in energy than the observed remanent states
because it can be realized with the same total domain wall length and through a
continuous deformation.) The domain configurations after an excitation are un-
predictably different from the original patterns. Field pulses of the strength used
here are able to induce small but unambiguous changes in the domain configu-
ration, most prominently near the Au wire. This is the regime where we could
expect to find reproducible dynamics, because the number of energetically degen-
erate configurations accessible from an excited state increases with the excitation
amplitude. Reproducible dynamics can be expected only when such ambiguities
are absent along the excitation path. However, despite the ideal conditions, we
observe slightly different patterns after every pulse train. That is, even with the
restoring pulse, it is not possible to recover a particular initial configuration deter-
ministically. The reason for this is the dense distribution of pinning centers that
can be surpassed by the combined action of pulse excitation and thermal hopping.
The latter term introduces a stochastic element to the dynamics, preventing the
repetition of the exact same experiment and, therefore, the dynamic imaging in
a pump-probe scheme. Such a pump-probe experiment, for instance the one pre-
sented in chapter 4, rather requires a shallow but strong pinning potential. That
is, it requires a potential that allows the motion of the quasiparticle domain on a
detectable length scale while ensuring the relaxation to the initial configuration by
being strong enough to avoid any thermally activated escape from the potential
well.
We finally point to a peculiar phenomenon that has been observed in the sample

shown in Fig. 3.3a. In Fig. 3.3a all disks that touch the transmission line are in
a worm domain state (before sending any pulses through the wire), whereas at a
few micrometer distance, most of them show single domain configurations. A few
hundred micrometers away, however, we observe the exact opposite arrangement:
below the transmission line, all disks are in the single domain state, whereas ad-
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jacent to it, they show normal worm domains, see Fig. 3.5a. Here, the magnetic
signal suddenly disappears after sending current pulses through the transmission
line, see Fig. 3.5b. Even more peculiar, in one small area of the same sample, the
disks show out-of-plane magnetic contrast only below the Au wire (again before
sending pulses through), see Fig. 3.5c. Even disks that are partially covered by the
transmission line show magnetic contrast only in the part that is under the Au.
These are first hints to the sensitivity of the material towards heating (during fab-
rication and during the pulse transmission). During sample fabrication, all Co/Pt
and Co/Pd disks were exposed to high temperatures, for instance to 180 ◦C for at
least 60 s in the traditional lift-off process for the fabrication of the Au transmis-
sion lines employing polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), and potentially to even
higher temperatures during the thermal evaporation of the Cr/Au material for
the transmission line. The effect of the heat carried by the evaporated Cr and
Au atoms is evidenced by the different magnetic properties of the disks below and
besides the transmission line, such as shown in Fig. 3.3b, which we attribute to the
inhomogeneous annealing of the Co/Pt multilayer during the material deposition.
Why this has led to the inverse effect of reduction of magnetic contrast in the
elements adjacent to the wire cannot be answered by our experiments. Another
demonstration of the effect of heating is the in situ loss of magnetic contrast in
disks adjacent to the wire after the injection of long pulses. Here, the sample is
not exposed to oxygen, and oxidation can be excluded to cause this effect.
To conclude this part, we have shown that the investigated Co/Pd and Co/Pt

multilayers, when nanostructured by lift-off lithography, are not suitable for pump-
probe imaging of Skyrmion dynamics because of their large density of relatively
strong pinning sites. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the magnetic prop-
erties of the multilayers are very sensitive to heat, requiring great care during the
sample fabrication as well as during the application of the pulse excitation. Some
improvements incorporated in the CoB/Pt disk investigated in chapter 4 include
using Ar milling instead of lift-off, pre-exposure baking of the PMMA for only
15 s at 180 ◦C (even better, as discussed in chapter 2, baking the PMMA at only
120 ◦C for 60 s), reducing the lateral size of Si3N4 membrane, on which the disks
are fabricated, to a minimum size of a few square micrometer to facilitate the heat
transport into the bulk Si substrate, and using pulse duty cycles of less than 1%.
With these improvements, Co/Pd and Co/Pt multilayers might be suitable for
dynamic imaging as well, and investigations in this direction are motivated by the
better magnetic contrast of these materials compared to CoB/Pt.

3.4. Static properties of CoB/Pt nanostructures

In Fig. 3.6 we present an out-of-plane hysteresis loop of a continuous CoB/Pt film
together with a selection of images of a 750 nm diameter CoB/Pt multilayer disk
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Figure 3.6 |Static domain configurations of CoB/Pt.(a – l) Selection of magneti-
zation images of a 750 nm diameter CoB/Pt disk at various out-of-plane magnetic field
steps, where white indicates magnetization pointing up (positive field direction) and
black indicates magnetization pointing down. (a) shows the virgin state after deposition.
Between (a) and (b) the sample experienced a field of 65mT. Between (e) and (f),
between (g) and (h), and between (i) and (j) the sample was saturated. (k) visualizes
the difference of (d) and (e), and (l) depicts the sum of (d) and (g), highlighting the
different positions of the bubbles in these images. (m) Out-of-plane hysteresis loop of
a continuous CoB/Pt film, in which the field values corresponding to images (a – l) are
illustrated.†

at relevant field values of a similar field cycle. In Fig. 3.6a we see the virgin state
after deposition. This remanent state shows, to the limit of our spatial resolution,
equally distributed black and white domains as well as smooth domain walls.
The domains with an average width of 68(4) nm are clearly resolved. Between
Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b, the disk experienced a field of 65mT, causing a significant
increase of the average domain width to 83(5) nm. This is the domain width of
the minority domains in all subsequent images. Comparing Figs. 3.6b and 3.6c
we notice that an applied field of up to 120mT changes the domain configuration
gradually by a continuous retraction of the unfavorable domains from the edge
of the disk, leaving the domain arrangement and the widths of both black and
white domains in the center approximately constant. When further increasing the
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field, the domains contract to multiple bubbles, see Fig. 3.6d. The diameter of
these bubbles equals, to the limit of our resolution, the widths of the minority
domains that we find in any stripe-domain pattern along the hysteresis loop. In
this part of the hysteresis loop, which corresponds to the only hysteretic part of
the macroscopic Mz − Hext loop, the magnetic field required to induce sizable
changes in the domain configuration is of the order of a few tens of mT only.
A further increase of the field reduces the number of bubbles, and one of the
remaining bubbles moves to restore an energetically more favorable configuration,
see Figs. 3.6e and 3.6k, the latter showing the differences between Figs. 3.6d and
3.6e to highlight the new position of one of the bubbles.†

After saturation and returning close to remanence (Fig. 3.6f), we find a highly
symmetric, meander-like domain configuration with equally distributed black and
white domains and smooth domain walls as before in Fig. 3.6a. When applying
the external field in the opposite direction, we observe, similar to Figs. 3.6d and
3.6e, multibubble states before saturation of the disk, but now at entirely different
positions, c.f. Fig. 3.6g. This is also visualized in the sum of Figs. 3.6d and 3.6g
shown in Fig. 3.6l. After saturation, we observe in particular on the descending
branch of the hysteresis loop (Fig. 3.6h), but also at remanence (Fig. 3.6i), once
more highly symmetric states, which, however, are otherwise not correlated to
the patterns we found before in Figs. 3.6a and 3.6f. The formation of symmetric
patterns without correlation to previous field cycles is a general property of the
sample, which is demonstrated also in another remanent state in Fig. 3.6j. Fol-
lowing the terminology used by Pierce et al.117 to characterize the (microscopic)
hysteresis and the related pinning in Co/Pt-type materials, the presented data
(consistent with all the images that we acquired on the system) demonstrate that
our patterned CoB/Pt material has neither major loop microscopic return point
memory nor major loop microscopic complementary point memory.†

The increase of the initial as-grown domain width to an apparent intrinsic width
of 83(5) nm after applying a small external field can be related to the formation of
a metastable configuration during fabrication, which included the heating of the
sample in the lithography process. In general, our observations reveal a low density
of pinning sites so that there are very few considerable energy barriers separating
energetically degenerate magnetic states. This is particularly clear from the con-
sistently circular symmetry of the observed domain configurations commensurate
with the circular geometry. From the absence of return point memory and com-
plementary point memory, we conclude that the different energetically degenerate
magnetic states that are commensurate with the symmetry of the geometry, such
as those shown in Figs. 3.6f and 3.6i, are accessible from the saturated state with-
out significant energy barriers (which would favor just one state). This means the
energy landscape is rather flat, as any roughness in this energy landscape, which
defines the pinning barriers, is overcome by the shape anisotropy energy, which
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hence sets an upper limit for the average pinning strength. Since the shape aniso-
tropy results from in-plane components of the stray field, this energy is small. The
smooth domain walls and the constant width of the minority domains are further
indications for a particularly low pinning strength and density in our material
configuration. The fact that the observed bubbles are not located at predefined
positions and that they can be moved by moderate field changes demonstrates
additionally that even sparsely distributed strong pinning sites are absent in our
material. Therefore, bubbles are not trapped in a considerable pinning potential
well, which opens the possibility to observe some of the recently predicted dynam-
ical behavior of magnetic bubbles arising from their topological properties.2†

3.5. Dynamic imaging in a CoB/Pt disk

To demonstrate the suitability of the material for pump-probe dynamic imaging of
field-induced domain dynamics, a microcoil was fabricated lithographically around
a disk of the CoB/Pt40 material configuration. Through this microcoil, 4 ns long
rectangularly shaped pulses were injected at a repetition rate of 1.25MHz, generat-
ing an approximately uniform out-of-plane field of 25mT. The pulse injection was
synchronized with the probing x-rays to allow for imaging of the magnetic state
at variable times after the start of the pulse. We set the system in a multibubble
configuration by applying an in situ static magnetic field of 140mT parallel to
the excitation field. To demonstrate the repeatability, we present an image of the
magnetic state during the pulse and one image long after the pulse (46 ns), where
each image has been reconstructed from the accumulated average of several 109

pump-probe iterations. The total accumulation of the two images was subdivided
into several sequences of alternating time delays to confirm that the observed dif-
ferences are fully dynamical in nature and not due to a single, thermally activated
event of domain wall motion.†

In Fig. 3.7 we present dynamic images of the magnetic domain configuration long
after the pulse in Fig. 3.7b and on the plateau of the pulse in Fig. 3.7c. Both images
show clearly different magnetic contrast. In both images, we can identify three
domains (highlighted by black dotted lines in Figs. 3.7b and 3.7c) with magnetic
moments pointing downwards, opposite to the upward-oriented external field and
the otherwise upward magnetized sample. When imaging long after the pulse, we
observe that these minority domains are enlarged and slightly elliptical. During
the pulse (Fig. 3.7c), the minority domains shrink to a rounder shape, a dynamics
that resembles a breathing mode of magnetic bubbles expected for homogeneous
out of plane fields. To highlight the changes due to the field pulse, the border of the
bubbles in the remanent state has been overlaid on both images with dotted lines.
All three bubbles shrink when we apply this field pulse in the up-direction. The
shrinking and expansion is highly anisotropic. Only the long axes of the elliptical
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Figure 3.7 |Proof-of-principle pump-probe dynamic imaging in CoB/Pt. Ex-
citation of a multibubble magnetic configuration in a 700 nm CoB/Pt multilayer disk. A
static bias field of 140mT is applied in the out-of-plane direction. (a) Topography of the
sample, with the large circle defining the object hole in the opaque Au film. The area of
magnetic material is highlighted by a lighter boundary and only the inner part is shown
in (b) and (c). (b) Magnetic state long after (46 ns) a 25mT homogeneous magnetic
field pulse of 4 ns duration, where black indicates magnetization pointing down, white
indicates magnetization pointing up (positive field direction). This state corresponds to
the state without a field pulse. The black dotted lines mark the borders of bubble-like
configurations of down-pointing magnetic moments. (c) Domain configuration of the disk
on the plateau of the pulse. The border of the bubble domains off the pulse is sketched
again with dotted lines to highlight the shrinking of the bubbles.†

domains vary considerably. The length of the short axes remains constant with
varying field strength, which is in agreement with our observation of a constant
width of minority domains in the static hysteresis loop.†

These proof-of-principle images of dynamic domain changes demonstrate that
our material configuration is magnetically sufficiently soft to allow for inducing
significant and clearly detectable changes using microcoil-generated nanosecond
field pulses with several MHz repetition rate. The dynamic response of the system
is deterministic and elastic, allowing us to obtain clear images from an accumulated
average of several 109 pump-probe iterations per image.†

3.6. Conclusions
From the observed static domain states at variable external fields, we conclude
that, in contrast to the investigated Co/Pt and Co/Pd multilayers, CoB/Pt multi-
layers exhibit a very weak influence of pinning on the magnetic states. This leads
to the necessary viscous motion of domain walls in an external magneto-static
potential and the resulting reproducibility for repetitive pump-probe imaging of
magnetic domain dynamics. We demonstrate the suitability of this material in a
dynamic pump-probe imaging experiment of multibubble soliton124 states, where
we were able to observe and repeat the expansion of bubbles to elliptical domains
and the shrinking back to bubble states. For high anisotropy systems, our material
configuration has the potential to become of equally wide spread use as permal-
loy is for low anisotropy systems, and thereby enabling a comparable range of
fundamental experiments for this technologically important class of materials.†



Chapter 4
Topological mass of
skyrmionic spin structures
Skyrmions are winding vector fields characterized by a spherical topology, such as
bubbles in ferromagnetic films with perpendicular anisotropy. Despite their quasi-
particle properties, magnetic Skyrmions have been described as massless entities so
far. Here, we demonstrate the presence of strong inertia in a magnetic bubble and
its paramount role in determining its dynamics. This is achieved by nanoscale
imaging of the GHz gyrotropic eigenmode of the bubble via time-resolved x-ray
holography. We find a surprisingly large mass |M | > 8× 10−22 kg that is a di-
rect consequence of the topological confinement of the Skyrmion and the energy
associated with its size change. We expect that this topological mass, which fun-
damentally governs the dynamics by increasing the degrees of freedom, is found in
all (meta-)stable skyrmionic systems.∗

4.1. Introduction

Skyrmions refer to vector fields with spherical topology and quasiparticle prop-
erties. Such real space topological solitons have been observed in Bose-Einstein
condensates,11,12 antiferromagnetic superconductors,13 quantum field theories,15

and electron spin configurations in condensed matter.2–5,7,9,10,125,126 Magnetic
Skyrmions are promising candidates for current driven memory devices126 due
to their high mobility at ultra low current densities.9 So far, existing theoreti-
cal descriptions using quasiparticle models of magnetic Skyrmions describe them
as simple massless particles26,127,128 since previous quasi-static experimental in-
vestigations have not allowed for the determination of inertial effects. However,
recent numerical simulations of Skyrmions in spin systems suggest that these quasi-
particles exhibit inertia, which should be manifested in the existence of a GHz
gyrotropic motion with two characteristic modes, one clockwise and one counter-
clockwise.2,3 Here we image the gyrotropic trajectory of a single skyrmionic mag-
netic quasiparticle and observe that position and momentum are independent pa-
rameters, which requires the availability of at least two independent modes. The
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Figure 4.1 | Illustration of the topology of magnetic spin structures with a
disk-shaped domain space. (a) A sphere S2 with its identity map vector field, which
is the most general representation of the spin space (since spin is a vector in R3 with
constant modulus). The hue of the color represents the azimuthal angle ϕ, and the black
and white color visualizes the polar angle θ of the spherical coordinates. (b) A magnetic
vortex, which is a vector field covering only the upper hemisphere, hence N = 1/2. (c) A
magnetic bubble, which covers the sphere exactly once (N = 1). The poles are mapped
to extended areas (the inner and outer domains). Hence, all spins at the boundary of the
domain space have to point in the same direction, which confines the inner domain and
the domain wall. (d) A chiral Skyrmion, which has a different radial distribution than the
bubble.130 Topologically, however, both are the same, since the bubble can be obtained
from the chiral Skyrmion by expanding its inner domain. (e) A bubble with a winding
pair of vertical Bloch lines (topological defects) in the domain wall. Now, apart from the
poles, each spin at the sphere is represented twice, and when continuously deformed, the
vector field covers the sphere twice. Therefore, the topology is double spherical (N = 2).∗

trajectory is in excellent agreement with the theoretical model, and from a fit we
obtain an inertial mass |M | > 8× 10−22 kg that is much larger than masses found
for other magnetic quasiparticles.20,21,107,129 Such a large mass has fundamental
impact on the dynamical behavior of magnetic Skyrmions since it leads to addi-
tional degrees of freedom. We attribute the presence of strong inertia to the full
confinement common to all skyrmionic spin structures, an inherent property of
their topology. We anticipate that the concept of topological mass can be applied
to other skyrmionic systems, and we provide a sensitive experimental tool for in-
vestigating the role of topology on the GHz dynamics of magnetic systems at the
nanoscale.∗

The special topology defining all skyrmionic vector fields is characterized by the
possibility to continuously deform their domain space to a spherical shape, while
retaining their image (homotopy of the vector field to the identity map of the
sphere, illustrated in Fig. 4.1).15 The number of times the sphere is covered dur-
ing this continuous deformation is a topological invariant, the so-called Skyrmion
number N . Figure 4.1 illustrates possible skyrmionic spin structures: a magnetic
bubble and a chiral Skyrmion, alongside with a related, but topologically distinct,
magnetic vortex, and an N = 2 bubble. For integer N the boundary of the domain
space is mapped to one of the poles of the sphere, and an area in the interior is
mapped to the other pole. These two areas, called domains, are smoothly con-
nected by a closed loop domain wall. Both the inner domain and the domain
wall never touch any boundary of the domain space; they are confined in all di-
mensions by the outer domain. Most often, the combination of inner domain and
domain wall exhibits particle-like properties, and the corresponding quasiparticles
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are called Skyrmions. In magnetism, various interactions can lead to the forma-
tion of two-dimensional skyrmionic spin structures,130,131 including bubbles, which
result from the interplay of exchange, dipolar and anisotropy energy, and chiral
Skyrmions, which arise as a consequence of an additional Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction.131∗

The dynamics of Skyrmions is directly related to their topology. As shown by
Thiele, the Skyrmion number enters the equation of motion of a rigid magnetic
structure through the gyrocoupling vector.27 This vector is proportional to N and
couples to the velocity of the particle, driving it on a circular trajectory with well-
defined chirality determined by the sign of N . Although this model is well suited to
describe magnetic vortices, we show here that the detailed dynamics of Skyrmions
can be explained only by extending the model to include an effective mass term.
The presence of the inertial mass originates from the ability of the system to store
energy internally during its motion;31 in our system this is achieved through a
deformation in shape, a feature which we expect to be common to all confined
(meta-)stable structures. Such deformations are visible in simulations of bubbles2

as well as of chiral Skyrmions.3 Inertia of domain walls, confined in one dimension
and extended in the other, has been known for a long time.46 Domain wall inertia
causes retardation, but does not change the trajectory of the wall dynamics.22 In
contrast, as shown in this thesis, fully confined Skyrmions exhibit an additional
topological source of inertia that makes the effective mass very large compared to
straight domain walls and induces fundamental changes to their trajectory. This
shows that previous theoretical descriptions that ignore inertia are incomplete and
inadequate to describe the full dynamics of Skyrmions.∗

4.2. Experimental results

The experiment has been performed using time-resolved pump-probe x-ray holog-
raphy78,95 to image the gyrotropic trajectory of a skyrmionic magnetic bubble in a
sub-micrometer diameter magnetic disk (Fig. 4.2a and chapter 2) after a magnetic
field gradient excitation. The magnetic imaging was performed at the UE52-SGM
beamline at BESSY II in Berlin, Germany. The sample was prepared as described
in chapter 2, with a magnetic layer of material CoB/Pt30 patterned to a 550 nm
disk with a notch at the top, a Au microcoil tightly around the disk, and two refer-
ence holes with diameters of 80 nm and 55 nm (see Fig. 2.4). A static out-of-plane
field of −120mT has been applied, resulting in a ground state with two bubbles,
see Fig. 4.2c. We will focus on the dynamics of one of these bubbles (the one
marked by an arrow in Fig. 4.2c), subsequently called “the bubble”, because the
other one does not move sufficiently for experimental observation. The excitation
of this skyrmionic state has been achieved by injecting bipolar current pulses to
a microcoil surrounding the disk, generating an out-of-plane field pulse. These
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Figure 4.2 |Excitation of a multi-bubble state by an external magnetic field
pulse. (a) Schematic cross section of the sample, the pump and the imaging structure
on the Si3N4 membrane (light green), which is supported by a Si frame (grey). The
550 nm diameter magnetic disk (black/white object in the center) is surrounded by an
Au microcoil (bright yellow). The back side of the membrane is covered by an Au mask
(dark yellow) with three holes, one with 800 nm diameter behind the magnetic CoB/Pt
disk and two reference holes at a few µm distance. (b) Temporal evolution of the injected
current generating the magnetic field pulse. The color of this plot represents the time
delay, and is used consistently throughout this thesis. (c) Magnetic domain configuration
of the disk at different time delays, as indicated by the colored point in each image. In
the black areas the magnetization is antiparallel to the static field (i.e., pointing towards
the reader), while in the white areas it points parallel. (d) Displacement (∆x,∆y) of the
center of magnetization of the bubble indicated by an arrow in (c) with the time encoded
by the color of the points. Large diameter dots correspond to the images shown in (c).
The inset shows a finite differences calculation of the current density in the microcoil
and the corresponding z-component of the generated magnetic field inside the coil for a
current of 52mA.∗
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bipolar rectangular microwave pulses with a current of 52mA were injected to
the microcoil at a repetition rate of 1.25MHz synchronized to the probing x-rays
(Fig. 4.2b). In our setup, a positive current generates a field which is antiparallel
to the negative static bias field, thus favoring the growth of the bubble domains
and the nucleation of new reverse domains. Details of the excitation setup can be
found in chapter 2.5. The resulting field, estimated using finite elements calcu-
lations, was roughly homogeneous in the out-of-plane direction (inset Fig. 4.2d),
with a strength of Bz = −35 mT at the position of the bubble at maximum neg-
ative current, and small in-plane components Bx = −1.5 mT and By = 6.5 mT.
The residual field gradient was ∂xBz = 8.7 µT/nm and ∂yBz = −45 µT/nm, push-
ing the bubble towards the center of the disk. The magnetic domain configuration
was imaged at variable time delays t with a temporal resolution of 50 ps (stan-
dard deviation) determined by the duration of the synchrotron x-ray pulses and
their temporal jitter with respect to our electronics.132 For each time delay, the
pump-probe experiment was repeated about 109 times, corresponding to a total
number of 6.4(5)× 107 recorded photons of each helicity (positive and negative)
per image. Images were recorded in a random non-chronological order.∗

Selected images acquired at distinct times after the start of the pulse are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.2c. In the reconstructed real space magnetic image, the area of
the disk is cropped using the topographic information in the holograms as shown
in Fig. 2.5. To generate the required field gradient to displace bubbles, we applied
a positive field pulse to nucleate a third domain at the top of the disk, and we
used the strong (and ultrafast) gradient of the stray field created by this domain
to displace the bubble sufficiently for experimental observation. Field gradients of
this magnitude (expected to be of the order of T/µm)2 are otherwise experimen-
tally inaccessible, in particular with rise times of only a few hundred picoseconds.
We observe that the third domain retracts and annihilates at the edge of the disk
after reversal of the field pulse. The bubble subsequently returns to its equilib-
rium position. A digital video of the bubble motion can be found attached to this
thesis. This movie shows a succession of images corresponding to the data points
in Fig. 4.2, sorted chronologically by their time delay and presented at a constant
frame rate (i.e., the time between two images of the movie does not correspond to
the time delay between these images). The time delay of each image is indicated
by a sketch of the pulse shape in the top of each image.∗

For a quantitative determination of the position, the bubble is defined as a region
of connected pixels with common below-average intensity (i.e., pixels which appear
black in the image). The center of the bubble is obtained by calculating the first
statistical moment (center of “mass”) of all pixels of the bubble. This statistical
method determines the center with much higher accuracy than the actual spatial
resolution (which is about 40 nm for the reconstruction of the smaller reference in
our case). We estimate the precision (i) by evaluating the reconstructions from
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Figure 4.3 |Simulated trajectories of bubbles with variable Skyrmion num-
bers. Trajectories (∆x,∆y) of the center of magnetization of the bubbles are shown for
|N | = 0 in (a) for |N | = 1 in (b) for |N | = 2 in (c) for |N | = 3 in (d) for |N | = 4 in
(e) and for |N | = 5 in (f). The simulations have been performed for negative N . For
positive N , the trajectories are spatially inverted. Only the |N | = 1 bubble moves on a
spiraling trajectory around the equilibrium position. The total simulation time is 15 ns.
The excitation is applied for the first 0.2 ns, and the respective part of the trajectories is
plotted with red lines.∗

both references independently and assuming that the difference corresponds to
one standard deviation, and (ii) by adding a conservative estimate of the average
spread of the data of 1.4 nm (which was derived by assuming a linear trajectory in
the time interval t ∈ [3.44 ns, 5.67 ns] and by calculating the standard deviation of
the data from a linear fit). This results in an average spatial accuracy of 2.3 nm
for the determination of the center of the bubble.∗

The full trajectory of the bubble, plotted in Fig. 4.2d, forms a loop with clearly
distinct excitation and relaxation paths. In particular, after t = 4.5 ns, the bubble
moves on a spiraling trajectory, an unequivocal signature of the influence of the
gyrocoupling vector and hence of a non-zero Skyrmion number. In materials with
preferred out-of-plane spin alignment, all domains that do not touch the sample
boundary are configurations with integer N . By micromagnetic simulations, we
show that the dynamics of a Skyrmion, in particular its trajectory, is character-
istic for its topology and its Skyrmion number N . For this purpose, we have
simulated the trajectories of bubbles with variable |N |, which allows us to identify
the measured trajectory with the simulated |N | = 1 bubble.∗
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We have simulated the dynamic excitation and relaxation of |N | = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 bubbles, using the parameters of Moutafis et al.2 and the micromagnum
simulation software.133 Larger N (so called hard bubbles) are highly unlikely to be
found in our material due to its small quality factor of Q = 0.86(6).18 Also, we
start with energetically relaxed initial configurations, that is, we do not include
any non-topological defects, such as non-winding vertical Bloch lines. While these
defects can exist, they are very rare,18 and are expected to annihilate during
the first excitation. The Skyrmion number N of the magnetization configuration
m = m(x, y), where m is a unit vector along the local magnetization, is calculated
for all simulation steps.∗

A spiraling trajectory as observed in the measurements is only seen in the simu-
lation of the |N | = 1 bubble. For all other topologies, the trajectories appear very
irregular: they cross themselves several times, and go through the potential min-
imum or spiral away from the equilibrium position in some instances. Therefore,
we conclude that the observed trajectory in Fig. 4.2 corresponds to an |N | = 1
bubble. (Even though, in contrast to the simulation in Fig. 4.3b, the measured
trajectory in Fig. 4.4 is smooth and without spikes. We will return to this point
in section 4.3). Since we know the direction of the applied field, we also know the
polarity of the bubble and thus its Skyrmion number N = +1.∗

Our experiment constitutes the first direct experimental observation of GHz
dynamics of a skyrmionic spin structure, which was made feasible due to our
extremely high spatial resolution of better than 3 nm for tracking the bubble. This
outstanding resolution for time-resolved experiments can be reached with x-ray
holography because the imaging process is intrinsically insensitive to drift.78,95∗

4.3. Data analysis

The observed gyrotropic trajectory is in excellent agreement with the recently
proposed theoretical model assigning to the N = ±1 bubble an inertial mass. The
theory predicts a second order differential equation of motion for the center of
mass R of the magnetization31

−MR̈ + G× Ṙ +DṘ− ∂RU = 0. (4.1)

As in chapter 1.1, we approximate the magnetostatic potential by ∂RU = KR.
The general solution of this equation, which we derive in Appendix B, is a super-
position of two damped spiraling motions, one clockwise (CW) and one counter-
clockwise (CCW), with eigenfrequencies ω1,2, damping time constants τ1,2, and
complex amplitudes Ā1,2, around an equilibrium position R̄0:

R̄(t) = Ā1 exp(iω1t− t/τ1) + Ā2 exp(iω2t− t/τ2) + R̄0(t), (4.2)
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Figure 4.4 |Analytic description of the gyrotropic motion of the bubble. (a-b) Displace-
ments ∆x and ∆y of the x and y coordinate of the center of magnetization of the bubble
versus time. (c) Trajectory of the bubble. Lines in (a-c) represent a fit of the analytical
model to the experimentally observed bubble gyration (points). The color encodes the
time after the start of the bipolar pulse (see Fig. 4.2b). Highlighted symbols correspond
to the images shown in Fig. 4.2c. The gray lines in (a) and (b) show the best fit with a
single frequency model to the data after t = 8 ns, which is not able to describe the data.
Error bars represent standard deviation.∗

Here, the vector R = (X,Y ) is conveniently parametrized by the complex number
R̄ = X + iY . The equilibrium position R̄0 is time-dependent due to an effective
dynamical magnetic field gradient during the pulse. The two amplitudes of the
gyrotropic modes are defined by the initial position and velocity. The theoretical
model given by equation (4.2) describes accurately the gyrotropic part of the
observed trajectory R(t) = (X(t), Y (t)). This is visualized in Fig. 4.4, showing
the projections X(t), Y (t) and Y (X) in a, b and c, respectively. A good fit to
the data is only possible with a globally simultaneous, coherent superposition of
two gyrotropic modes: a CW higher frequency mode, and a CCW lower frequency
mode. This confirms the presence of an inertial mass, since, without the mass
term, the sense of gyration would be fixed by G (which is a constant of motion),
and only one mode could be excited at a time.∗

All parameters of Eq. (4.2) are determined from a fit to the experimental data.
In this fit, data points with t < 6 ns are weighted by half to compensate for the
fact that there are significantly more data points in that region than at larger
time delays. We include only data from the gyrotropic part of the trajectory (data
points with t > 4.5 ns). As outlined in the Supplemental Material of Ref. 31, the
ratio of the damping strengths equals the ratio of the respective frequencies, that
is, τ2 = τ1ω1/ω2. The equilibrium position R̄0 is shifted by a field gradient. The
applied field pulse, of which only the negative part coincides with the fit interval,
has a weak gradient, and more significantly, the negative Bz during the pulse
causes a modification of the sample magnetization, in particular a shrinking of the
second bubble. The modification of the stray field due to this shrinking leads to
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an effective field gradient of known direction ∂xB(b)
z /∂yB

(b)
z = −1.5, ∂xB(b)

z > 0, as
determined from the observed positions of the two bubbles, but unknown strength.
For simplicity, we assume instantaneous modification of the second bubble by
the field pulse, and we approximate the pulse by a step function with a step
at t1 = 6.45 ns, which equals the time where the real pulse decays to half its
maximum value after being switched off. We therefore have two distinct constant
values R̄1 := R̄0(t < t1) and R̄2 := R̄0(t ≥ t1), the latter corresponding to the
static equilibrium position, which is determined from the average of all positions
after t > 9.5 ns. The value for R̄1 is obtained from a fit to the data, and we
constrain the parameters A1 and A2 for the two fit regions t < t1 and t ≥ t1 to
ensure the continuity of the total function in its value and its first derivative. ∗

We obtain the best fit with frequencies of ω1 = 1.00(13) GHz (CCW mode) and
ω2 = −1.35(16) GHz (CW mode) and with R̄1 = X1 + iY 1 with X1 = 5.1(8) nm
and Y 1 = −10.2(15) nm. The frequencies of both modes are in the GHz regime,
which is in line with numerical simulations.2 The same characteristic spectrum of
one CW and one CCW mode, with very similar frequencies, has been predicted by
numerical simulations for chiral Skyrmion crystals, underlining the fundamental
topological origin of the gyrotropic motion and of the presence of inertia.3 From
the fit we can determine the inertial mass M = G/(ω1 + ω2) of the bubble and
the potential stiffness K = −Mω1ω2 by assuming a bubble with N = 1 (we
define frequencies positive if they correspond to counter-clockwise motion, which
is opposite to the definition used in Ref. 31). Due to the large uncertainties
in the frequencies, and in particular of the frequency sum Σω = (ω1 + ω2) =
−0.4(2) GHz, we cannot determine a meaningful upper limit for the inertia of the
bubble. However, we can derive a highly certain lower limit (confidence level of 5σ
or 99.999 94%) for the inertial mass by MLL = G/[Σω − 5σ(Σω)], where σ(Σω)
denotes the standard deviation of Σω (note the negative sign of Σω). The lower
limit for the areal mass density ρLL is given by ρLL = MLL/(2πT Co〈R〉), where
〈R〉 = 50(10) nm is the average radius of the bubble and T Co = 12.0(1) nm is the
total CoB thickness, arriving at ρLL = 2.0(4)× 10−7 kg/m2. From the product
of the frequencies we obtain the stiffness K = 3.5(16)× 10−3 N/m of the local
magnetostatic potential.∗

We note that, in contrast to the simulation in Fig. 4.3b, the measured trajectory
in Fig. 4.4 is smooth and without spikes, even though they are described by the
same model. This is due to the fact that, in the measurement, the higher frequency
mode has a larger amplitude than the lower frequency mode at all times of the
measured gyration. Due to the stronger damping of the higher frequency mode,
the ratio of the amplitudes of the modes eventually reverses. The theoretical fit
shows a transition to a hypocycloidal trajectory at t = 16.2 ns, accompanied by a
change of the global sense of rotation from CW to CCW. The global amplitude
at that stage is however expected to be smaller than 0.5 nm, which is below our
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spatial resolution and therefore cannot be observed.∗

In a final step, we estimate the dipole moment d = 2.1(4)× 1016 Am2 of the
bubble given by the product of the bubble area 7(3)× 10−15 m2 with the total CoB
thickness tCo, the saturation magnetizationMs = 1.19(3)× 106 A/m, and a factor
2 to account for the fact that the difference between the magnetization of the inner
and of the outer area of the bubble is 2Ms. To shift a magnetic dipole in a parabolic
potential by the distance R̄1, a field gradient of ∂r̄Bz = KR̄1/d is required. Our
fit values indicate the presence of a strong gradient ∂xB(R̄1)

z = 90(50) µT/nm
and ∂yB(R̄1)

z = −170(100) µT/nm during the negative part of the pulse. We can
write this field gradient as a superposition of the gradient of the applied pulse
excitation and an extra gradient. We attribute the presence of this extra gradient
to the shrinking of the second bubble during the negative field pulse and to a
small additional contribution from the re-alignment of the in-plane components of
the spins near the surfaces all over the disk. These in-plane components of the
spins near the surfaces are expected in our material due to its relatively small
perpendicular anisotropy constant expressed by its quality factor of Q = 0.86(6).∗

4.4. Discussion

The lower limit for the mass of the bubble corresponds to an areal mass density of
2.0(4)× 10−7 kg/m2. Such large inertia has been reported so far only for cross-tie
domain walls.134 It is at least two orders of magnitude larger than any value pre-
viously reported for straight domain walls,20,21,107,129 and (within the error bars)
a factor of five larger than the corrected Döring mass density for straight Bloch
domain walls in our material (see chapter 1.3 and Appendix A for the calculation
of the Döring mass density of straight walls in our material). In particular, in
materials with high damping, such as ours, domain wall inertia has been previ-
ously found to be negligible,107,129 demonstrating that the distinct spin structure
is the origin of the large inertia. The amplification of inertia in confined spin
structures by up to two orders of magnitude is known from Bloch lines and has
been attributed to the local exchange energy.18∗

We attribute the surprisingly large mass of magnetic Skyrmions to their full
confinement, leading to an additional energy reservoir associated with a change of
its size (breathing mode). Such a breathing mode is inherent to all structures that
are fully confined in thermodynamic equilibrium, such as Skyrmions (although
also found in some topologically trivial (N = 0) structures such as dissipative
solitons),135 where energy can be stored by a change in areal size. The particularly
large mass found in magnetic Skyrmions is related to the strong dipolar energy
of the breathing mode. The non-local breathing mode energy is not included in
the Döring mass and has been neglected in previous theoretical models,31 but
contributes significantly to the mass found here. The previously found large mass
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of cross-tie walls can be attributed to their local skyrmionic spin structure.10,136∗

The very large topological mass of magnetic Skyrmions has implications far
beyond the simple retardation of the response to an excitation reported for domain
walls so far, since it increases the number of degrees of freedom for the motion
of these topological quasiparticles. Thus, in contrast to what has been argued
before,26,127,128 inertia must be included in quasiparticle models of Skyrmions to
reproduce and understand their dynamics, which is a key prerequisite to using
skyrmionic spin structures in applications.∗

4.5. Conclusions
In summary, we present the first direct observation of GHz dynamics of Skyrmions
and of picosecond viscous motion of domains in high anisotropy materials, using
ultrahigh time- and space-resolved x-ray holography. We find that the gyrotropic
motion of the Skyrmion consists of two distinct eigenmodes, implying the pres-
ence of inertia. The inertial mass, estimated to be larger than 8× 10−22 kg, is
significantly larger than predicted by existing models for inertia in magnetism.
The additional contribution is of topological origin and is therefore a common
property of skyrmionic systems. We have shown that magnetic nanoscale bub-
bles without topological defects are an ideal system to study the dynamics of
Skyrmions at the technologically relevant sub-nanosecond timescale. They pro-
vide, in combination with high-resolution x-ray holographic imaging, a tool for
further fundamental investigations of topologically influenced dynamics, such as
the motion of single Skyrmions in nanoscale devices, which have been recently
proposed for novel devices.126∗





Chapter 5
Open questions
In this thesis, we report to our knowledge the first experimental demonstration of
the GHz gyrotropic motion of a magnetic Skyrmion, from which we deduce the
equation of motion that determines the emergent dynamics of skyrmionic spin
structures. Even though tremendous improvements in the material as well as the
imaging technique were made, they still have great potential for improvements.
Furthermore, we have observed a number of effects and others seem likely from a
theoretical point of view, but more detailed studies are required to draw conclusions.
In this chapter, we summarize the most immediate open questions and present
some ideas for approaches to address these issues.

5.1. Field-induced domain wall motion in a
multi-domain configuration

In the search for bubble dynamics, we have observed the magnetic field induced
propagation of domains in an overall worm domain state. A selection of images
acquired in one such instance is presented in Fig. 5.1. The sample and the setup
are identical to that used in chapter 4. The dynamics are observed at a static
external field of −84(5)mT in response to a unipolar dynamic field pulse with a
peak current of −60mA and a duration of 5 ns. Such a microwave pulse generates
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Figure 5.1 |Repetitive worm domain propagation upon a unipolar magnetic
field pulse. The experimental setup is identical to Fig. 4.2. (a) Plot of the pulse injected
to the microcoil to generate a magnetic field pulse. The large circles correspond to the
times the images in (b) were acquired at. (b) Magnetic images of the domain pattern
at various times as indicated in (a). Black indicates magnetization pointing up (towards
the reader) and white indicates magnetization pointing down.
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a magnetic field pulse of Bz ≈ −40 mT favoring the white (down) domains in
Fig. 5.1. We see that, in response to the field pulse, the black domain at the left
edge of the disk first splits into multiple fragments that eventually disappear. Only
afterwards, 0.4 ns after the start of the pulse, is the domain pattern in the right
part of the disk responding visibly to the strong change of the external magnetic
field. Here, the black worm domain is retracting continuously from the edge and
shrinks in length without fragmentation. At t = 1.4 ns, the domain configuration
has relaxed to the external field of the plateau of the field pulse. Between 0.4 ns
and 1.4 ns, the domain wall at the end of the black worm domain has traveled a
distance of 90(5) nm. The average speed of the domain wall, of 90m/s or 0.45vW
(with the maximum steady state velocity vW = γK⊥∆0

µ2
0Ms

), can be considered high.
It would be very interesting to investigate this dynamics with a larger number of
frames during the domain wall motion and, if possible, as a function of field pulse
strength and initial domain configuration (the latter defining the local effective
field). In particular, propagating worm domains would be the ideal environment
to study the recently discovered effect of a change in the domain wall velocity
when the total domain wall length varies by the motion.137

5.2. Composite Skyrmions: Inertia of vortex pairs
and vortex-antivortex pairs

In chapter 4, we have argued that the large mass of cross-tie domain walls origi-
nates from their local skyrmionic structure. Such domain walls are comprised of
vortex-antivortex-vortex triples,136 where one of the vortices and the antivortex
can be seen as a unit forming a Skyrmion with N = ±1 (provided the polarities
are opposite).10 Such a vortex-antivortex pair, which has been studied, for in-
stance, by Komineas,10 is schematically depicted in Fig. 5.2. In this figure, which
is a 3D representation of the simulated state of Ref. 10, the skyrmionic nature of
the structure is emphasized: in contrast to magnetic bubbles, the two poles of the
sphere that characterizes the Skyrmion topology are represented by in-plane spins,
here the ones pointing in y-direction. The boundary of the structure is uniformly
magnetized in +y-direction, while the area between the vortex and the antivortex
cores is magnetized in −y-direction. In the domain wall between these two regions,
the spins are rotating in the x-z-plane, that is, the cores of the vortex and the
antivortex are part of this domain wall.
Pairs of vortices or vortices with antivortices have been studied in a large variety

of experiments,10,136,138 however inertial effects have never been observed. In
these experiments, it was always the out-of-plane component of the spins that has
served as a measure of the coordinates of the features, and the center of the unified
structure has always been measured by the mean between the coordinates of the
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Figure 5.2 | Skyrmionic nature of a vortex-antivortex pair. The picture shows a
sketch of the simulated vortex-antivortex state presented in Ref. 10. The colors represent
the points on the sphere onto which the spins are mapped during the homotopic defor-
mation defining the skyrmionic topology, as introduced in Fig. 4.1. The Skyrmion center
is defined by the white spin, i.e., by the area between the vortex and the antivortex cores.

two (anti-) vortex cores. Viewed as a skyrmionic structure, however, the “correct”
measure of the center of the structure is the first moment of the y-component
of the magnetization. Such a study of magnetic vortices has been carried out
neither using simulations nor experimentally. A mass term in coupled vortices
would therefore constitute a novel and highly relevant aspect in the description
and understanding of their dynamics.

5.3. Quantitative model for the inertia of Skyrmions
In the simulations of the dynamics of magnetic bubbles we have found that the
mass density of the bubble is almost constant as a function of its radius. This
dependency is plotted in Fig. 5.3, where we have modified the size of the bubble
by using a static out-of-plane bias field. Thus far, our theoretical model predicts
the presence of inertia in skyrmionic configurations, and we claim that this mass
would be sizable. However, our model does not predict quantitative values for
the inertia of a specific Skyrmion. Such a theory is highly desirable, and it might
be a good starting point to try to explain the functional dependency of the mass
density on the Skyrmion radius that we see in the simulations.
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Figure 5.3 |Evolution of the inertial mass density of a bubble Skyrmion as
a function of its radius. The mass density was derived from the frequencies of a
simulated gyrotropic motion, where the simulations were carried out as described in
chapter 4.3. The radius of the bubble at rest R was varied using a global static out-of-
plane bias magnetic field. Smaller or larger radii are unstable with the used simulation
parameters and geometry.

5.4. Current-induced Skyrmion motion

In the introduction to this thesis, we have argued that magnetic Skyrmions are
particularly interesting since they can be displaced with ultra low current densi-
ties. However, all the investigations performed in the course of this work were
based on magnetic field induced dynamics of skyrmionic spin structures. While
we expect our findings to be universal and applicable to current-induced excita-
tions of magnetic Skyrmions, challenging problems and fascinating results may be
expected from the different way currents interact with spins and from the extra
topological contributions arising from the Berry phases of the conduction elec-
trons. Specifically, we envision that the knowledge about the resonant frequencies
of the Skyrmions can facilitate their translation at even lower current densities
than reported so far by using the effect of resonant amplification of domain wall
motion.139 In this scheme, the spin structure can essentially be seen as a quasi-
particle in a potential well of finite height, the pinning potential. A resonant
excitation leads to a continuous absorption of energy by the particle. Eventually,
the particle has sufficient energy to overcome the pinning barrier, and a very small
force can move it in any direction. In a Skyrmion racetrack memory,126 a per-
manently applied tiny AC current with a frequency spectrum that covers the full
range of possible resonance frequencies might thus reduce the the critical current
density for the motion of an isolated Skyrmion, even if the ultra low critical cur-
rent density found in Skyrmion lattices should turn out to be a phenomenon that
emerges from the collective motion of many coupled particles.
The investigation of current-induced bubble motion is technologically challeng-

ing since it requires the contacting of the magnetic element. In the recipe developed
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a
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Figure 5.4 |Fabrication steps for contacted magnetic elements. (a) Deposition
of Au contacts (yellow) on the continuous magnetic film (cyan). (b) Definition of a HSQ
etch mask for the wire with some overlap on the Au contacts. (c) Ar etching to remove
the magnetic material everywhere apart from where it is protected by the HSQ etch mask
or by the Au contacts. These Au contacts are thick enough to ensure that a few nm of
Au are still left after the etching, providing large conducting areas that can be contacted
in a subsequent step.

in chapter 2, we used a silicon oxide etch mask (exposed HSQ resist) to fabricate
the magnetic nanostructures with Ar milling. Such a mask is very difficult to
remove after milling, which was not problematic for the investigation of magnetic
field induced dynamics since it does not affect the magnetic field nor the x-ray
transmission through the sample. However, to electrically contact the nanostruc-
ture, the contacts must be placed below the insulating silicon oxide etch mask.
First tests have been performed to fabricate the contacts before the structuring
of the magnetic film. The envisioned sample fabrication steps are schematically
depicted in Fig. 5.4. Gold contact pads are fabricated directly onto the contin-
uous magnetic film. Afterwards, HSQ resist is exposed to define the magnetic
nanostructure and to protect the contact pads during the subsequent Ar milling
step. The contact pads are thicker than the milling depth of the Ar etch step,
thus providing a sufficiently large conducting area that is accessible for further
lithographic connection with bond pads. We suggest that this approach can be
successfully applied to fabricate samples suitable for current-induced spin dynam-
ics.
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5.5. Further material optimization
Even though the dynamics induced by spin-polarized currents seems more relevant
for applications, a large variety of fundamental questions may still be addressed
by the investigation of the dynamics induced by magnetic field pulses. In par-
ticular, the CoB/Pt material used for the experiments presented in this thesis is
still not ideal. In fact, it is very difficult to prepare a sample in which a magnetic
bubble can be placed in a pinning potential that is strong enough to ensure that
the system relaxes always to the same configuration and at the same time shallow
enough to permit the observation of a sizable motion of the bubble within the
potential. This is mainly because the fabrication of such a sample still has some
non-deterministic components since the existence of such a pinning potential relies
on local disorder. In view of applications, but also for a systematic study of the
gyration of a skyrmionic spin structure, it would be desirable to further reduce
the magnetic pinning within the material and to introduce the potential energy for
the restoring force controllably by nanostructuring the magnetic element. Suitable
materials for such investigations might be those with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-
action, in which highly regular lattices of chiral Skyrmions have been observed
(such as MnSi,6 FexCo1−xSi,7 FeGe,131 and ultrathin Fe on Ir140), but also the
extremely optimized bubble materials used in the research and in the applications
of bubble media in the second half of the 20th century, in particular YIG.18,32

The most significant hindrance for using such materials is that they all require
epitaxial growth, which could not so far be realized on amorphous SiN membrane
substrates. To enable the investigation of the dynamics in such materials using
x-ray holography, the fabrication of suitable single crystal substrates of at most a
few micrometer thickness must become well under control. Further thinning in the
area of the object and reference holes is then feasible using a focused ion beam.
The investigation of YIG is particularly interesting because of the low Gilbert
damping in this material, promising the observation of a gyration with a large
number of cycles before full damping.

5.6. Conclusions
To summarize, although the present work constitutes an important contribution
to the understanding of the dynamics of topological structures, in particular in
magnetism, a number of new questions have arisen that merit a closer attention.
A selection has been listed above. The tools provided in this thesis are expected
to pave the way for addressing some of these exciting challenges. The results can
be expected to provide new insights into the behavior of Skyrmions in magnetism
and to contribute to their possible application in commercial devices.
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Conclusions and outlook
In this thesis, we have investigated the magnetic field induced GHz dynamics of
magnetic Skyrmions. The investigation of the GHz Skyrmion dynamics was made
possible by two milestone developments during this thesis, which are, to a large
extend, generic and applicable to other pump-probe dynamical studies with x-
ray holography, in particular to magnetic imaging experiments in high-anisotropy
materials.
In a first important step, we have optimized the magnetic material and its struc-

turing with regards to magnetic pinning to enable the billion-fold reproduction of
the same excitation of a Skyrmion under identical initial conditions. We have
shown that CoB/Pt materials are well suited for such studies because they exhibit
sufficiently extended areas in which the local energy barriers of magnetic pinning
sites are well below the thermal energy kBT . In such areas, thermally activated
(stochastic) events during the motion of domain walls are effectively eliminated.
We note that the absence of strong energy barriers does not lead to thermal fluctu-
ations of the spin structures because relaxed spin configurations are stabilized by
magnetostatic forces. On the structuring side, we have seen that Ar milling should
be used instead of standard lift-off processes to define the magnetic nanostructures
and we have optimized the process to work at temperatures below 120 ◦C to avoid
inducing permanent structural and magnetic changes in the sample that might
lead to a loss of out-of-plane magnetic signal.
Our second important achievement was the design and optimization of a suitable

x-ray holographic experimental setup (including the integrated sample design) to
provide the performance required for the acquisition of several hundred images in
the low-intensity single bunch mode. In this context, we have developed a sample
fabrication process that can be automated and that is therefore suitable for the
production of samples with acceptably low human workload. We have shown that
these samples permit the acquisition of x-ray holograms without using a beamstop,
facilitating the fully automatic reconstruction of magnetic images with very high
quality.
Using these novel developments in the material and our pump-probe extension

of x-ray holography, we have imaged the trajectory of a magnetic Skyrmion in the
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GHz regime, where we have observed a spiraling motion as predicted by Thiele.27

However, the sense of rotation and the detailed trajectory could not be explained
by the first order differential equation of motion suggested in that work. We have
shown that a second order term must be included in the equation to properly
describe the experimental observations. The coefficient of this second order term
can be seen as an inertial mass, and we have found that the mass density of
a magnetic Skyrmion is significantly larger than in any other magnetic system
investigated thus far. We attribute the presence of inertia in Skyrmions to the
energy associated with a deformation of the Skyrmion shape. We have argued
that all (meta-)stable Skyrmions (not only in magnetism) are confined structures
with a well-defined shape in the ground state. It is natural to assume that the
deformation of the Skyrmion shape always requires energy, and that therefore all
Skyrmions are massive particles. In our model, the particularly large mass found
in magnetic Skyrmions is attributed to the strong dipolar energy that is a function
of the area of the Skyrmion and not only of its circumference.

Our observations are a first step towards an understanding of the high-frequency
dynamics that emerge from the topological identity of magnetic Skyrmions. Fur-
ther studies are required — and, with our technological developments, now ad-
dressable — to obtain a comprehensive knowledge about phenomena at this tech-
nologically relevant nanosecond timescale. Namely, our quasiparticle model is a
major step towards making systems of many Skyrmions computationally acces-
sible, because it promises to reduce the number of cells required to approximate
a Skyrmion from more than 500 in the micromagnetic approach to just one. To
enable such a simplified computation, however, it is desirable to (i) determine the
pair interaction Lagrangian for magnetic Skyrmions (as, for instance, suggested
in Ref. 128) and (ii) to predict their mass quantitatively. The latter calls for a
study of the Skyrmion mass as a function of its radius (tunable by the external
field), of the material properties, and, to confirm the quasiparticle model, of the
local magnetic environment and the excitation used (for an accurate quasiparticle
description, the Skyrmion mass should depend neither on dynamically changing
properties such as the presence of other Skyrmions nor on the means of excitation,
e.g., spin-polarized currents or magnetic fields). At least part of such a study
should be carried out using imaging, since this is the only tool that can probe the
behavior of an individual Skyrmion in the presence of several others.

Skyrmions are facing tremendous interest these days,125,126,141 which is to a
significant extent motivated by the perspective to use these objects in novel (e.g.,
racetrack type) data storage devices. Due to the small size of these objects (down
to the atomic scale140), their remarkable stability6 in particular in thin films with
with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction,140 and due to their ultra low sensitivity
to pinning found recently,9,142 such an application seems particularly realistic in
the case of Skyrmions.126 The next milestone development on the way towards
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Skyrmion racetrack memories,126 in particular after the recently found scheme
of controlled Skyrmion creation and annihilation,141 would be the controlled dis-
placement of single Skyrmions by spin-polarized currents. As we have argued in
chapter 5, the knowledge about the resonance frequencies of Skyrmions should fa-
cilitate the Skyrmion motion at reasonably low current densities.139 Direct imaging
measurements would show details about the 2D motion of the Skyrmion as well
as about deformations. Such information is relevant for the optimization of the
magnetic materials as well as of the excitation scheme, and with our pump-probe
imaging technique, it is readily accessible.





Appendices

A. Transverse anisotropy and Döring mass density of
perpendicular magnetic multilayers

Multilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are widely used in
research as well as in applications. From a theoretical point of view, however,
multilayers are very difficult systems to model because of the structural disconti-
nuities along the out-of-plane direction (here taken as the z-direction) and their
effects on the other relevant observables. Many published studies neglect these dis-
continuities and use simplified models that consider the film to be homogeneous
with average or effective magnetic parameters. Such approximations are reason-
ably accurate for local quantities such as the crystal anisotropy or the exchange
coupling, whereas the calculation of non-local quantities such as the magnetostatic
energy might be wrong by orders of magnitude. Here, we present rigorous calcula-
tions of the magnetostatic energy of a multilayer system with a domain wall, from
which we obtain the most relevant parameters for magnetic domain wall motion:
the transverse anisotropy constant K⊥ and the Döring mass density mD as a func-
tion of the thickness of a single magnetic layer T , the multilayer periodicity P,
the number of repeats N , the static domain wall width ∆0, and the effective out-
of-plane anisotropy constant Ku,eff (in units of µ0M

2
s where Ms is the saturation

magnetization).
Both the perpendicular anisotropy constant and the Döring mass density are

parameters of the one dimensional (1D) model, and the following calculations
are therefore based on this model, which assumes a single domain wall with the
magnetization profile

Mx(x) = Ms cosh−1(x/∆) sin(ψ) (A.1)

My(x) = Ms cosh−1(x/∆) cos(ψ) (A.2)

Mz(x) = Ms tanh(x/∆). (A.3)

Here, M = (Mx,My,Mz) is the local magnetization, Ms = |M| is the saturation
magnetization, ∆ = ∆(ψ) is the domain wall width parameter, and ψ is the
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transverse (domain wall) angle. The magnetization is homogeneous along the
wall, i.e., it does not depend on y and z. The energy density of such a domain
wall per unit area can be described as a transverse domain wall anisotropy energy
σK,DW with leading order anisotropy constant K⊥:

σK,DW(ψ) = C +K⊥

∫
dx sin2 θ sin2 ψ +O(sin4 ψ) (A.4)

= C + 2∆0K⊥ sin2 ψ +O(sin4 ψ), (A.5)

where C does not depend on ψ. Here, we will calculate the effective transverse
anisotropy constant that is associated with the magnetostatic energy of a domain
wall, that is, we will calculate the magnetostatic energy per unit domain wall area
σd and expand this energy in a Taylor series of s := sin2 ψ,

σd(ψ) = σd(s = 0) + s
dσd
ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

+O(s2). (A.6)

At this stage, it is worth noting that

dσd
ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

= ∂σd
∂s

∣∣∣∣
s=0

+ ∂σd
∂∆

∣∣∣∣
∆=∆0

d∆
ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

= ∂σd
∂s

∣∣∣∣
s=0

, (A.7)

because the slope of the energy with respect to ∆ vanishes at equilibrium ∆ = ∆0.
We therefore can obtain K⊥ from σK,DW = σd:

K⊥ = ∂σd
∂s

∣∣∣∣
s=0

1
(2∆0) . (A.8)

For small transverse angles ψ, higher order terms can be neglected. In particu-
lar, the domain wall mass is defined in this small angle approximation, which is
assumed here as well.

In the following, we consider a thin film multilayer system that is infinite in the
in-plane directions x and y. In reality, our results are applicable to any system in
which this lateral extend is much larger than the domain wall width, which is valid
for almost all PMA systems studied today. As in the 1D model, we will assume
the presence of a single domain wall in the y-z-plane at x = 0. However, now we
have the additional z-dependency of the multilayer, which we describe as a sum
over single layers expressed via the layer function l(z), which is one if 0 ≤ z ≤ T
and zero otherwise:

Mx(x, z) = Mx(x)
N−1∑
j=0

l(z − jP) (A.9)

My(x, z) = My(x)
N−1∑
j=0

l(z − jP) (A.10)
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Mz(x, z) = Mz(x)
N−1∑
j=0

l(z − jP) (A.11)

with

l(z) = θ (T /2− |z − T /2|) . (A.12)

The magnetostatic energy of a magnetization configuration M(r) per unit domain
wall area reads

σd(ψ) = µ0
8πWNT

∫∫
d3rd3r′ρ(r)ρ(r′) 1

|r− r′| , (A.13)

where ρ is the volume density of magnetic charges,W is the width of the structure
(y-direction) and NT is its total thickness of the magnetic material (z-direction).
Magnetic charges arise from the divergence of the magnetization inside the volume
(volume charges) and from the components of the magnetization perpendicular to
the surfaces of the structure (surface charges). To wit,

ρ(r) =
N−1∑
j=0

ρ1(x, z − jP), (A.14)

ρ1(x, z) = ρS(x) [−δ(z) + δ(z − T )] + ρV (x)l(z), (A.15)

ρS(x) = Mz(x) = Ms tanh(x/∆), (A.16)

ρV (x) = −div M = Ms

∆ sin(ψ) tanh(x/∆)
cosh(x/∆) . (A.17)

The interactions of the surface stray fields with the volume charges vanish when
averaged over z for symmetry reasons, and we can therefore calculate the magne-
tostatic energy density of the volume charges σd,V and the magnetostatic energy
density of the surface charges σd,S independently. The sum of these terms yields
σd. We note, however, that only the volume charges have an explicit s-dependence.
According to Eq. (A.8), the energy due to the volume charges is therefore the only
term that needs to be considered in the following.

Before we solve the integrals for the energy of the volume charges explicitly, we
will first simplify the general form of the stray field integral Eq. (A.13). The kernel
of the double sum in the integral

σd = µ0
8πWNT

∫∫
d3rd3r′

N−1∑
i,j=0

ρ1(x, z − iP)ρ1(x′, z′ − jP) 1
|r− r′| (A.18)

= µ0
8πWNT

∫∫
d3rd3r′ρ1(x, z)ρ1(x′, z′)

N−1∑
i,j=0

1
|r + iPez − r′ − jPez)|

(A.19)

depends on i and j only in the form i− j. That is, we can reorder the double sum
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to just one over this difference (i− j) = (−N + 1), ...,N − 1 (which we will index
again by j) and a factor N − |j| that counts how often the term j is represented
in the original sum:

σd = µ0
8πWNT

∫∫
d3rd3r′ρ1(x, z)ρ1(x′, z′)

N−1∑
j=−N+1

(N − |j|)
|r− r′ + jPez)|

. (A.20)

Furthermore, we can easily solve the integration with respect to y and y′, because
the charge densities do not depend on these coordinates, giving

σd = µ0
8πNT

∫∫∫∫
dxdx′dzdz′ρ1(x, z)ρ1(x′, z′) (A.21)

×
N−1∑

j=−N+1
(N − |j|)hW(x− x′, z − z′ + jP), (A.22)

hW(x, z) = 1
W

∫∫
dydy′

[
1√

(y − y′)2 + x2 + z2

]
(A.23)

= 2 log(2W)− log(x2 + z2) +O(W−1). (A.24)

The steps to solve the integral Eq. (A.23) are discussed in detail in section A.1.
The term 2 log(2W) does not depend on x, and without the presence of another x-
dependent term, the integral of ρ1(x) over x vanishes because the magnetic charges
are antisymmetric in x. That is, in the limit W → ∞, the general form of the
stray field energy of a domain wall reads

σd = µ0
8πNT

N−1∑
j=−N+1

(N − |j|)
∫∫∫∫

dxdx′dzdz′ (A.25)

× ρ1(x, z)ρ1(x′, z′)h(x− x′, z − z′ + jP), (A.26)

h(x, z) = − log(x2 + z2). (A.27)

As outlined in section A.1, the double integral over x and x′ can be reduced to
a single integral in Fourier space (here, the hat denotes a Fourier transform with
respect to the x-coordinate):

σd = µ0
√

2π
8πNT

N−1∑
j=−N+1

(N − |j|)
∫∫

dzdz′ (A.28)

×
∫

dkρ̂1(k, z) (ρ̂1(k, z′))∗ ĥ(k, z − z′ + jP),

ĥ(k, z) =
√

2π 1
|k|
e−|zk|. (A.29)

To solve these integrals, we have to specify what ρ1(x, z) is. We will continue the
discussion with the explicit form of the volume charges.
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The volume charge density, given in Eq. (A.17), is proportional to
√
s. The

volume stray field energy is therefore linear in s. The first order partial derivative
of the stray field energy density of the volume charges with respect to s, σ(1)

d,V ,
thus reads

σ
(1)
d,V = µ0M

2
s

√
2π

8πNT

N−1∑
j=−N+1

(N − |j|)
∫ T

0
dz
∫ T

0
dz′ (A.30)

×
∫

dk|ς̂1(k)|2ĥ(k, z − z′ + jP),

ς1(x) = 1
∆0

tanh(x/∆0)
cosh(x/∆0) , (A.31)

ς̂1(k) = ik∆0

√
π

2
1

cosh
(
π∆0k

2
) . (A.32)

Here, we have included the z-dependent part of the magnetic charge density in the
integration limits. We first perform the z and z′ integration to obtain:∫ T

0
dz
∫ T

0
dz′ĥ(k, z − z′ + jP) (A.33)

=
√

2π
|k|

∫ T
0

dz
∫ T

0
dz′e−|z−z

′+jP||k| (A.34)

=
√

2π
|k|

∫ T
0

dz
∫ z+jP

z+jP−T
dz′e−|z

′||k| (A.35)

= −
√

2π
k2

∫ T
0

dz


e(z+jP−T )|k| − e(z+jP)|k| z + jP ≤ 0

−e−(z+jP−T )|k| + e−(z+jP)|k| z + jP − T ≥ 0

e(z+jP−T )|k| + e−(z+jP)|k| − 2 else

(A.36)

= −
√

2π
k2

∫ T
0

dz


e(z+jP−T )|k| − e(z+jP)|k| j < 0

−e−(z+jP−T )|k| + e−(z+jP)|k| j > 0

e(z−T )|k| + e−z|k| − 2 j = 0

(A.37)

= −
√

2π
k2


|k|−1 (2ejP|k| − e(jP−T )|k| − e(T+jP)|k|) j < 0

|k|−1 (2e−jP|k| − e−(jP−T )|k| − e−(T+jP)|k|) j > 0

2 1−e−T |k|
|k| − 2T j = 0

(A.38)

= −
√

2π
k2

|k|−1 (2e−|j|P|k| − e−(|j|P−T )|k| − e−(T +|j|P)|k|) j 6= 0

2 1−e−T |k|
|k| − 2T j = 0

(A.39)
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With this expression, Eq. (A.30) reads

σ
(1)
d,V = −µ0M

2
s

8πT ∆2
0
π

2 (2π)2
∫ ∞

0
dk 1

cosh2 (π∆0k
2
) (A.40)

×

−2T + 21− e−T k
k

+ 2
N−1∑
j=1

N − j
Nk

(
2e−jPk − e−(jP−T )k − e−(jP+T )k

) .

We substitute q := 2π∆0k, a = P
2π∆0

, and b = T
2π∆0

to obtain

σ
(1)
d,V = µ0M

2
s

4
√

2πb
∆0

∫ ∞
0

dq 1
cosh2 (q/4)

(A.41)

×

b− 1− e−bq
q

−
N−1∑
j=1

N − j
N q

(
2e−jaq − e−(ja−b)q − e−(ja+b)q

)
This is a sum of the basic integrals∫ ∞

0
dq 1

cosh2(q/4)
= 4, (A.42)∫ ∞

0
dq 1− e−xq

q cosh2(q/4)
=: F (x) (A.43)

with

F (x) = 8ζ(1,0)(−1, x+ 1)− 8ζ(1,0)
(
−1, x+ 3

2

)
+ 12 log(A) + 4 log(2x+ 1)

(A.44)

− 4x(2x+ 1)
(
γ1

(
x+ 1

2

)
− γ1

(
x+ 3

2

))
− 8x log

(
Γ
(
x+ 1

2
)

Γ(x+ 1)
Γ
(
x+ 3

2
)2

)

− 1− 1
313 log(2),

where ζ(1,0) is the partial derivative of the Hurwitz Zeta function with respect
to its first argument, γ1(x) is the first generalized Stieltjes coefficient, Γ is the
Gamma function, and A is the Glaisher constant. The final result reads

σ
(1)
d,V = CV

4b− F (b) +
N−1∑
j=1

N − j
N

(2F (aj)− F (aj − b)− F (aj + b))

 ,

(A.45)

CV = ∆0µ0M
2
s

4b . (A.46)

For x < 1, the function F (x) can be well approximated by (relative deviation
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Figure A.1 |First order coefficient σ(1)
d,V of the areal density of the magneto-

static energy of the volume charges of a domain wall in a multilayer system.
The calculated parameter σ(1)

d,V is plotted with red points as a function of domain wall
width ∆0, single layer thickness T , layer periodicity P, and total number of layers N . If
normalized to the total thickness of the magnetic material T N and to the magnetostatic
energy µ0M

2
s , the energy σ(1)

d,V is a function ∆0 normalized to the total multilayer thick-
ness PN alone. The blue solid line is a fit to the calculated data, and this fit describes
the calculated energies for a single layer N = 1 precisely.

< 1 %)

F (x) ≈ 4x− 4.86x2 + 4.21x3 − 1.56x4 (A.47)

The resulting parameter σ(1)
d,V is plotted in Fig. A.1 as a function of Ms, ∆0,

T , P, and N . We find that this hyper-dimensional function can be very well
approximated by a simple single-dimensional dependency:

σ
(1)
d,V (Ms,∆0, T ,P,N ) = µ0M

2
s T N Ξ(∆0/(PN )), (A.48)

where we find that the single-parameter function Ξ can be well approximated by
a hyperbolic tangent function. Only for ∆0/(PN ) � 0.1, a small deviation from
this single parameter dependency becomes visible. That is, for most multilayer
systems investigated today, the energy density associated with the volume charges
of a domain wall can be calculated analytically through

σ
(1)
d,V = 0.11µ0M

2
s T N (1 + tanh(0.5 log(4.15∆0/(PN )))). (A.49)

For the material investigated in this thesis, we have N = 30, T = 0.4 nm,
P = 1.1 nm, and ∆0 = 11 nm and thus σ(1)

d,V = 0.139∆0µ0M
2
s . From this, we

obtain K⊥ = 0.09(1)µ0M
2
s , where the error bar includes the uncertainty of the
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value of ∆0 and takes into account that, potentially, some (less than 10) of the
N = 30 magnetic layers are tilted in-plane to form flux closure domains. This value
for the perpendicular anisotropy constant corresponds to a Döring mass density
of mD = 3.5(8)× 10−8 kg/m2.

A.1. Calculations

This section contains a selection of useful identities that we have used in the
main text, but which require lengthy calculations. We start with a typical double
integral over a pair interaction kernel, which we can reduce to a single integral in
Fourier space (assuming real-valued functions):∫

dxdx′f(x)h(x′)g(x− x′) =
∫

dxf(x)
∫

dx′g(x− x′)h(x′) (A.50)

=
∫

dxf(x)(h ∗ g)(x) (A.51)

=
∫

dxf(x) 1√
2π

∫
dkĥ(k)ĝ(k)e−ikx (A.52)

=
∫

dkĥ(k)ĝ(k) 1√
2π

∫
dxf(x)e−ikx (A.53)

=
∫

dkĥ(k)ĝ(k)
(
f̂(k)

)∗
(A.54)

Note that we are using the following definition of the Fourier transform:

f̂(k) = 1√
2π

∫
dxf(x)eikx (A.55)

f(x) = 1√
2π

∫
dkf̂(k)e−ikx (A.56)

Next, we will calculate the integral

1
W

∫ W
0

dy
∫ W

0
dy′ 1√

(y − y′)2 + a
(A.57)

for large W. The integration with respect to y′ yields∫ W
0

dy′ 1√
(y − y′)2 + a

(A.58)

= − log
(√

(y − y′)2 + a+ y − y′
)∣∣∣W
y′=0

(A.59)

= − log
(√

(y −W)2 + a+ y −W
)

+ log
(√

y2 + a+ y
)
. (A.60)
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The normalized integration of each of these sum terms with respect to y then reads

1
W

∫ W
0

dy log
(√

(y −W)2 + a+ y −W
)

(A.61)

= 1
W

[
(y −W) log(

√
a+ (y −W)2 + y −W)−

√
a+ (y −W)2

]W
y=0

(A.62)

= −
√
a/W2 + log((

√
a/W2 + 1− 1)W) +

√
a/W2 + 1 (A.63)

= log(a/(2W)) +O(W−1) = − log(2W) + log(a) +O(W−1) (A.64)

and

1
W

∫ W
0

dy log
(√

y2 + a2 + y
)

(A.65)

= 1
W

[
y log(

√
a+ y2 + y)−

√
a+ y2

]W
y=0

(A.66)

= log(
√
a+W2 +W)−

√
a/W2 + 1 +

√
a/W2 (A.67)

= log((2 + a/(2W2))W) +O(W−1) (A.68)

= log(2W) +O(W−1). (A.69)

Hence,

1
W

∫ W
0

dy
∫ W

0
dy′ 1√

(y − y′)2 + a2
= 2 log(2W)− log(a) +O(W−1). (A.70)
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B. Solution of the bubble equation of motion

The equation of motion for a single bubble in a parabolic potential reads

−MR̈ + G× Ṙ +DṘ−KR = 0. (B.1)

By using R = (X,Y, Z = 0) and the convenient 2D parametrization R̄ = X + iY ,
we obtain

−M ¨̄R+ (D + iG) ˙̄R−KR̄ = 0, (B.2)

which is a simple harmonic oscillator with solution

R̄(t) = A exp(iω̄1t) +B exp(iω̄2t) (B.3)

with

ω̄1,2 = iη̄ ±
√
ω2

0 − η̄2, (B.4)

η̄ = − 1
2M (D + iG), (B.5)

ω0 =
√
K/M. (B.6)

The complex frequencies ω̄1,2 = ω1,2 + i/τ are measured in the experiment. To
extract the mass parameter, we use the sum of the real frequencies:

ω1 + ω2 = Re(ω̄1 + ω̄2) (B.7)

= Re(G/M − iD/M) (B.8)

= G/M. (B.9)
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